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editor’s letter
This edition we’re bringing you something a little
different – delving into some of the fascinating
history, ingredients and lesser-known aspects of
perfumery and the fragrant word. Throwing ideas
round the office, it was suggested we could play on
the theme of ‘The Scented Letter’ by coming up with
a scented alphabet. So here it is. (And our biggest
challenge has been editing it down into just 60 pages – we could easily
have filled several volumes.)
We never tire of this fascinating world that we are lucky enough to work in. Our crusade, at
The Perfume Society, is to encourage more people to explore the scented universe and its sensedrenching joys. 25 years ago, or so, when the chefs came storming out of the kitchen – Marco Pierre
White, Gordon Ramsay, Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall et al – all sorts of people who’d never really
given deep thought to food started became excited about producers, ingredients, stories and the
clever individuals who weave all those elements together. We became a nation of ‘foodies’, and what
excites us is that this is now happening in perfume.
Most fascinating of all, to us, are perfumers. At the very heart of this revolution are these
exceptionally talented individuals – said to number fewer than astronauts – who basically know how
to manipulate air in a way that can make us fall in love, or just feel more confident, or come up with
something that is the final accessory to a favourite dress (or even a pair of jeans), making us feel
pulled-together. We truly love finding out how perfumers actually work – the nitty-gritty of their dayto-day – and in ‘N is for Nose’, on p.34, we’re excited to feature a day in the life of Fanny Bal, who’s
trained under the legendary Dominique Ropion, and is one of the most talked-about rising stars of
the scent business.
You’ll notice that ‘J’ is for Jasmine Awards, in our alphabet. We couldn’t be more chuffed that The
Perfume Society team – headed up by Carson Parkin-Fairley, our social media dynamo – scooped the
first ever social media Jasmine Award from The Fragrance Foundation, for the #smellfie campaign
which each year we run to celebrate National Fragrance Day. I hope you’ll join me in giving Carson
and the team a round of applause for this accolade. (Read about the other winners on p.8.)
Of course, alongside the alphabet, we bring you our regulars – Clive Christian shares his ‘Memories,
Dreams & Reflections in this issue, and we’d never let an edition of The Scented Letter pass without
giving a low-down on all the Latest Launches (p.46). And remember: we do now offer print copies of
The Scented Letter, via our website. Collect them – and you’ll be building your own encyclopaedia.
(Like a perfumed part-work!). Enjoy...
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WAshdAy’s FrAgrAnT
MAKEOvEr
Uninspired by ‘sickly smelling’
laundry care products, sam
wilton launched an ecoconscious, vegan-friendly,
non-toxic range of products
that ‘feel like a treat but
won’t cost the earth.’ Using
chicory roots (which have
fantastic cleaning properties),
wilton London’s cedarwood
is ‘warm, reassuring and,

Our regular round-up of scented newness – and we invite you to turn the page
for the winners of 2018’s just-announced Fragrance Foundation winners…

Prosody – PoeTry in Perfume
We’re hearing a lot about ‘clean’ and ‘green’ beauty – and it’s becoming a buzz in the scent world.
Brand expert Keshen Teo followed his passion and trained with natural perfume expert Mandy Aftel,
creating a 100% natural collection with high levels of organic ingredients. That name? Prosody means
the patterns of rhythm and sound used in poetry – and when you smell the collection of six scents
(showcased at Fortnum & Mason), he couldn’t have chosen better.
£135 for 50ml eaux de parfum
fortnumandmason.com

quite frankly, seductive,’ while
just-launched Jasmine is a
heady floral blending ylangylang with soothing accords
of orange blossom. now we
definitely DO like Mondays…
Laundry Liquid/£9.95 for 1
litre, Fabric Conditioner/£6.50
for 1 litre Laundry Pack (duo
for £16)
wiltonlondon.co.uk

The world’s
most indulgent
scented candle
What would we spend a
Euromillions win on? This would
be pretty high on the list: the
most stunning crystal candle from
Lalique, gilded with enameled
swallows, which can be ‘upcycled’
as a vase after it’s flickered its
last breath of ambergris, vanilla,
patchouli and sandalwood.
Lalique Océans Édition d’Or/1490
euros lalique.com

Lynx goes Luxe

Written on the body
Body art has been practiced for centuries, but now Amkiri
have launched ‘the world’s first visual fragrance’ with
a water-resistant fragranced ink that combines the
creativity of tattoos with the sensuality of scent,
lasting up to 12 hours on the skin. Initially,
Amkiri will offer a crème-like ink, together
with beauty applicators such as a
Brush Wand, FreeHand Wand,
stencils and stamps. Sign up to
receive news of their
official launch.
amkiri.com
6 The scented LeTTer

“

A man
will never
remember your
handbag – but
he will remember
your perfume.
OLiviEr CrEEd

”

6

when we launched the Perfume society, perfumer francis Kurkdjian said to us: ‘I hope you’re going to write
about Lynx’ – knowing that some of the world’s leading perfumers work on these men’s sprays. this collection’s
a good reason to do just
that – so go surprise
yourself by sniffing out
these sleekly-packaged
numbers, Lynx signature
Oud Wood & Dark
Vanilla, Adrenaline Iced
Musk & Ginger and (our
smouldering favourite)
Urban tobacco &
Amber.
£6 for 100ml
superdrug.com

The

scented LeTTer

of perfume
11
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean
commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque
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n is for…
A WORKING NOSE

Clive Christian – interior designer
turned perfume connoisseur – shares
the scents that have shaped him

IFF perfumer Fanny Bal
reveals the nerdy secrets of
her working day to
Carson Parkin-Fairley
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first whiffs
LATEST LAUNCHES

it takes me right back
LAUNDRY

At this busy time in the year for
perfume launches, our roundup will keep your finger on the
pulse-point

One of our favourite
Instagrammers is whisked through
time and space by the smell of
good old-fashioned washing

Why not subscribe…?
Did you know that we now offer gorgeously glossy print editions of The Scented
Letter? A year’s subscription of six bi-monthly editions is £75, while individual
editions are £12.50 to members of our V.I.P. Club, and £15 to everyone else. A
must-read for anyone working in the perfume world – and anyone who just loves,
loves, loves fragrance. (Gift Subscriptions also available.)
The

scented Letter
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on the scent of news

nosing around
Our regular round-up of scented newness – plus we invite you to turn the page
for the winners of 2018’s just-announced Fragrance Foundation Award-winners

Prosody – poetry in perfume
We’re hearing a lot about ‘clean’ and ‘green’ beauty – and it’s fast becoming a buzz in the scent world.
Brand expert Keshen Teo followed his passion and trained with natural perfume expert Mandy Aftel,
creating a 100% natural collection with high levels of organic ingredients. That name? Prosody means
the patterns of rhythm and sound used in poetry – and when you smell the collection of six scents
(showcased at Fortnum & Mason), he couldn’t have chosen better.
£135 for 50ml eaux de parfum
fortnumandmason.com

Written on the body
Body art has been practiced for centuries, but now Amkiri
have launched ‘the world’s first visual fragrance’ with
a water-resistant fragranced ink that combines the
creativity of tattoos with the sensuality of scent,
lasting up to 12 hours on the skin. Amkiri
will offer a crème-like ink, together with
beauty applicators such as a
Brush Wand, FreeHand Wand,
stencils and stamps. Sign up to
receive news of their
official launch.
amkiri.com
6 The scented Letter

“

A man
will never
remember your
handbag – but
he will remember
your perfume.
Olivier Creed

”

Washday’s fragrant
makeover
Uninspired by ‘sickly smelling’
laundry care products, Sam
Wilton launched an ecoconscious, vegan-friendly,
non-toxic range of products
that ‘feel like a treat but
won’t cost the earth.’ Using
chicory roots (which have
fantastic cleaning properties),
Wilton London’s Cedarwood
is warm, reassuring and

surprisingly seductive, while
just-launched Jasmine is a
heady floral blending ylang
ylang with soothing accords
of orange blossom. Now we
definitely DO like Mondays…
Laundry Liquid/£9.95 for 1
litre, Fabric Conditioner/£6.50
for 1 litre Laundry Pack (duo
for £16)
wiltonlondon.co.uk

The world’s
most indulgent
scented candle
What would we spend a
Euromillions win on? This would
be pretty high on the list: the
most stunning crystal candle from
Lalique, gilded with enameled
swallows, which can be ‘upcycled’
as a vase after it’s flickered its
last breath of ambergris, vanilla,
patchouli and sandalwood.
Lalique Océans Édition d’Or
1490 euros lalique.com

Lynx goes luxe
When we launched The Perfume Society, perfumer Francis Kurkdjian said to us: ‘I hope you’re going to write
about Lynx’ – knowing that some of the world’s leading perfumers work on these men’s sprays. This collection
is a good excuse to do
just that, so go surprise
yourself by sniffing out
these sleekly-packaged
numbers, Lynx Signature
Oud Wood & Dark
Vanilla, Adrenaline Iced
Musk & Ginger and
(our own smouldering
favourite) Urban
Tobacco & Amber.
£6 for 100ml
superdrug.com
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on the scent of news

The annual Fragrance
Foundation Awards
ceremony is the
(sequined) highlight
in the fragrance
calendar – when
perfume creativity is
publicly recognised at
a glittering soirée

★

Best New Female Print Ad

Gucci Bloom (Gucci)

AWARD WINNER

Forget The
Oscars and The
2014
Golden Globes. The awards
ceremony which has the whole
perfume industry over-excited
happens once a year (at The
Brewery, in the City of London)
– and for anyone who’s been up
for one of these beautiful Lalique
trophies, it’s a night of high
anticipation. Here are this year’s
fabulous winners…

★

Perfume Extraordinaire

Roaring Radcliff
(Penhaligon’s
Portraits)
8 The scented Letter

★

Best New Female Design &
Packaging

La Mia Perla
(La Perla)

★

Best New Male Design &
Packaging

Icon Racing
(Dunhill)

★

Best New Female
Fragrance in Limited
Distribution

Fucking
Fabulous
(Tom Ford)

★

Best New Female Commercial

Kenzo World (Kenzo)

★

Best New Home
Fragrance
34 boulevard saint
germain Le Sablier
(Diptyque)

★

Best New Male Fragrance
in Limited Distribution

Velvet Haze
(Byredo)

Best New Independent
Fragrance
Marfa Spices
(MEMO Paris)
Readers’ Choice for
Women with ELLEUK
Eve Duet (Avon)
Readers’ Choice for Men
with Men’s Health/PEOPLE’S
CHOICE FOR MEN
Sauvage Very Cool
(Dior)
People’s Choice for
Women with boots.com
Ghost Dream (Ghost)

★

Best New Female
Fragrance and The
Ultimate Launch

Gabrielle
(CHANEL)

National Retailer
of the Year
The Perfume Shop

★

Innovation Award

Un Air de
Diptyque
Car Diffuser
(Diptyque)

Store of the Year
Roja Parfums
Burlington Arcade
Best New Male Print Ad
Roja Dove Elysium
Pour Homme
Best New Male
Commercial
Pure XS (Paco Rabanne)

★

Best New Male Fragrance

Viking
(Creed)

The
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AWARDS

Promoting and inspiring the appreciation and enjoyment of fragrance.

The Fragrance Foundation Award Winners 2018
34 BOULEVARD SAINT GERMAIN
DIFFUSER DIPTYQUE

ICON RACING - DUNHILL
KENZO WORLD - KENZO

SAUVAGE VERY COOL
DIOR

ELYSIUM POUR HOMME
ROJA PARFUMS

LA MIA MERLA - LA PERLA

THE PERFUME SHOP

MEMO PARIS MARFA SPICES

FUCKING FABULOUS - TOM FORD

PORTRAITS. ROARING RADCLIFF
PENHALIGON’S

UN AIR DE DIPTYQUE
CAR DIFFUSER
DIPTYQUE

GABRIELLE - CHANEL

PURE XS - PACO RABANNE

VELVET HAZE - BYREDO

GHOST DREAM - GHOST

ROJA PARFUMS
BURLINGTON ARCADE

VIKING
THE HOUSE OF CREED

EVE DUET - AVON

GUCCI BLOOM - GUCCI

WWW.FRAGRANCEFOUNDATION.ORG.UK
@FragranceFDN_UK

fragrancefoundationuk

FragranceFoundation-UK

#ScentMemories
Your stories through scent…

The Fragrance Foundation UK
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to

of perfume
This edition, we’re bringing you a scented alphabet of facts, history,
wisdom and insights. Your mini-encyclopaedia starts here...
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A
ALDEHYDES

In perfumery, aldehydes – technically chains of
carbon atoms ending with hydrogen and oxygen
- can light up a fragrance like no other materials.
They were famously used in large amounts in
Chanel No.5, when Ernest Beaux discovered how
beautifully aldehydes could counterbalance the
rather fatty notes of jasmine absolute. According
to perfumer Ruth Mastenbroek (who adores using
these chemicals, for the sparkle they deliver to a
composition), ‘Beaux used aldehyde C10 [slightly
orange; enhances citrus aspects], C11 [more floral;
boosts and freshens], and C12 [more metallicgreen] – and the result made history. Different
aldehydes bring floral, waxy, citrus, metallic,
green, watery, or marine notes to a fragrance,
and enhance natural essential oils. I’ve used just a
dash of a metallic-floral aldehyde in my Amorosa,
and a bigger dollop of a waxy-floral aldehyde in
Firedance. They are essential, just like champagne!’

AROMACHOLOGY

Aromachology – from ‘aroma’ and
‘physiopsychology’ – is a phrase coined in 1989
by The Sense of Smell Institute (which started out
as the Olfactive Research Fund), a study arm set
up by the US branch of The Fragrance Foundation.
Going beyond the art of aromatherapy (a
complementary therapy, often involving
massage), aromachology looks at the interplay
between feelings and psychology, using solid
science. (Although perfume-lovers, of course,
have always understood that a spritz of scent can
lift the spirits, or calm frazzled nerves.)

Art and Olfaction

Since 2012, LA’s Institute for Art and
Olfaction has been ‘advancing public, artistic
and experimental engagement with scent’,
involved in instillations, workshops and
exhibitions exploring storytelling, technology
and emotion through our sense of smell.
Annually, an awards ceremony celebrates
independent perfumers and artists with a panel
of judges blind-sniffing their work. In 2018,
London hosted their conference and Awards.

12 The scented Letter
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Arabic Perfumery

Greek historian Herodotus
commented in 450 BC that
Arabia was ‘the only place that
produces frankincense, myrrh,
cassia, cinnamon and the gum
called ladanon [labdanum]’.
The Egyptians had been
collecting fragrant materials
from ‘The Land of Punt’ (thought
to be southern Arabia) even further back than that – as
early as 1500 BC.
Beyond that, we could actually attribute the birth
of the perfume industry to the work of two Arabian
chemists. Jābir ibn Hayyān (born 722) developed
elaborate techniques allowing the collection of plant
aromas through distillation, evaporation and filtration,
while Al-Kindi (born 801) invented an extensive library
of perfume recipes. Today, we may think of oudh as the
mainstay of Arabian perfumery – but historically, Arabian
fragrance compositions included hollyhock, jasmine,
apricot, jonquil, hyacinth, narcissus and any number
of floral, fruit and animal-derived ingredients, cleverly
combined with complexity. No question: we owe those
early Arabian perfumers a very great deal.

ATTAR

The

scented Letter

© sablinstanislav - Fotolia

The word originates from the Arabic itr
– simply meaning perfume – and the Persian
atr jul, ‘the fat of a flower.’ Often linked with
rose oil, attars more generally refer to any
perfume oil naturally derived from fragrant
botanical sources, such as flowers, herbs,
spices, or barks. ‘Otto’ is simply another
name for attar.

13

B
Blotters

Also known as ‘spills’, blotters are created from a
special type of absorbent paper which, when dipped
or spritzed, gives as accurate as possible a sense
of what that fragrance smells like. Blotters are no
substitute for trying on skin, of course – but invaluable
during a scent-shopping trip for eliminating ‘nonos’ and helping you edit down to a selection of (no
more than three) scents you might want to try on the
body. Blotters also offer fragrance brands a great
opportunity to express visual creativity – so here, we
share some favourite examples.

14 The scented Letter
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Fewer perfume houses offer blotters on counter
than they used to. We offer packs of our own
tear-off blotters at perfumesociety.org/SHOP,
priced £5 for two books. We recommend
keeping them in your bag at all times and when
testing a perfume, always write its name on the
blunt end of the blotter. It’s literally impossible
to remember what you’ve spritzed, otherwise.

The

scented Letter
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C

Castoreum

Beaver’s anal glands. Now who, exactly, first thought that an ingredient
from the ‘castor sac’ (a gland near the beaver’s reproductive organs) would be
just fantastic when bottled and dabbed onto the pulse-points? (Castor is the
Greek word for beaver, NB.)
Castoreum has also been used
by physicians to treat fever,
headache and hysteria. A byproduct of beaver trapping
(for ecological reasons) or fur
trapping (which we certainly
don’t endorse), it is also used
as a food flavouring to enhance
vanilla (!). Synthetic versions
are used – but we happen to
know that some perfumers still
rely on the real thing.

CHYPRE

Chypre is a fragrance family – and possibly the
most misunderstood of all. It’s pronounced ‘sheepra’, from the French for Cyprus. And it’s said to get
its name from that island – birthplace of Aphrodite,
goddess of love – because many of the aromatic
materials that flourish on the island are central to
the composition of a Chypre. Thought to date back
to ancient Roman times, this style of fragrance was
popularised by pioneering perfumer François Coty,
who launched a hugely successful scent called
Chypre in 1917 – setting feminine perfumery on a
sophisticated new course. Chypre accords are usually
structured around bergamot, oakmoss, patchouli
and labdanum (from the cistus, or ‘rock rose’, plant) –
although many elements of flowers, fruits and musk
may be added, allowing for great versatility;
Guerlain Mitsouko, Sisley Eau du Soir, Cartier
La Panthère and Lalique Chypre Silver
illustrate how diverse the family can be.

16 The scented Letter
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Cologne

‘Eau de Cologne’, as it’s more accurately
called, was given its name in 1709 by an Italian
perfumer, Giovanni Maria Farina. A 2-5%
alcohol concentration powered by essential
oils of orange, lemon, tangerine, bergamot,
neroli and grapefruit, with touches of aromatic,
lavender, thyme, petitgrain, rosemary, jasmine
(and a whiff of tobacco), Farina named his
formula after Cologne – his home town. His
formula lives on; Roger & Gallet continue to
offer Jean-Marie Farina Eau de Cologne – truly
a time machine in a bottle, whisking us right
back to the dawn of the 18th Century.

CATHERINE DE MEDICI

After marrying King Henry II of France 1533,
Catherine changed the course of fragrance history
– moving the epicentre of perfumery from Italy
to France. She brought scented gloves from her
native Tuscany (see more on p.21), along with
her (alas unnamed) personal perfumer, who
set up shop in Paris and was soon besieged by
orders. Catherine is also said to have instigated
the growing of many flowers suitable to the
Mediterranean climate of Grasse, based on
knowledge brought from Italy.

The
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DISTILLATION
Distillation is a key method of extraction
of fragrant ingredients. When botanical
materials are boiled in water, essential oils
from the plants evaporate with the steam.
Then, once the steam and water have cooled
and condensed, these separate – floating
on the water’s surface, where they can be
easily removed. Along with enfleurage (right),
maceration and expression, distillation
remains the main method of obtaining these
precious ingredients. Ancient Egyptians,
Mesopotamians and Indians used similar
techniques, which were further developed in
Arabic perfumery; they invented the copper
alembic for this purpose. Cruder vessels for
distillation have been found dating as far back
to 3500 BC – and although modern methods
have been refined, we’re basically still using
skills learned aeons ago.

F
ENFLEURAGE

This is a method of fragrance extraction
in which fragrant petals – for instance, jonquil,
jasmine and tuberose – can be pressed into glass
sheets coated with fat, for a period of days, to
capture their scent. (Lard, pork fat and beef suet
were once used; today, it tends to be palm fat.)
The scented oils are then retrieved by
dissolving the fat in an alcoholic solvent. Due to
the prohibitive cost of this artisan technique, it’s
only very rarely used nowadays – but if you want
to see it in action, head to Keyneston Mill, where
fragrance house Parterre are experimenting with
enfleurage, among other techniques.
parterreatkeynestonmill.com

Eugene Rimmel

When we say ‘Rimmel’, we nowadays think
of a make-up brand – and Eugene Rimmel
(b.1820) did indeed develop the first nontoxic mascara. (To this day, ‘rimel’ is the word
for mascara in several languages, including
Portuguese, Romanian and Arabic.) However,
the French-born make-up innovator was also
a fragrance trailblazer, publishing
The Book of
Perfume in 1870 – a
highly influential
work, in its time,
which earned him

the headline
‘The Prince of
Perfumers’ in his
1887 obituary,
in the New York
Times.

18 The scented Letter

F
Fixative

Fixatives are
perfume ingredients
which ‘fix’ an aroma
by prolonging
the retention of
fragrance on the
skin. They also
help other materials
mixed with them to
last longer, stablising
evaporation rates. These
are mainly naturally derived
plant materials – including myrrh, sandalwood,
patchouli, cedarwood, orris, frankincense and
vetiver. Most often found in the base, they
are heavier and slower to disperse than other
molecules, helping to maintain the rhythm of a
perfume, allowing a seamless fragrant journey.

A-Z OF PERFUME

FRÉDÉRIC MALLE

Frédéric Malle previously
worked in photography, at
a perfume raw materials
company, briefly attended
perfume school and consulted
for luxury brands like Christian
Lacroix and Hermès before
unveiling his debut ‘library’ of
fragrances in 2000, created by
(and with) the most notable perfumers of our time:
Dominique Ropion, Pierre Bourdon, Maurice Roucel,
Édouard Fléchier, Olivia Giacobetti, Ralf Schwieger.
(He also persuaded Edmond Roudnitska’s widow,
Thérèse, to allow him to launch a perfume Roudnitska
had created just for her.) Outside perfume houses like
Chanel, Guerlain and Dior,
fragrance creations were
not at that time attributed to
their perfumers. But putting
perfumers’ names on the
front of the bottles marked
a new dawn for fragrance –
and since then, we have seen
wearers becoming evermore-fascinated by ‘noses’,
their stories, ingredients
and extraordinary creative
process of perfumery. Merçi
beaucoup, Frédéric.
fredericmalle.com

DREW FARWELL ON UNSPLASH

FOUGÈRE

You say it ‘foo-jair’ (with the ‘j’
soft – almost ‘foo-shair’). This fragrance
family kicked off with Fougère Royale,
from Houbigant, in 1882. Fougère takes
its name from the French for ‘fern’ – a
plant that’s generally unscented – and
Houbigant’s joint owner and perfumer,
Paul Parquet, pioneered the use of
synthetics in perfumery by isolating
coumarin from tonka bean, allowing
this dreamy, greenly musky ‘fern-like’
accord to be created. Although it used
to be mainly fragrances for men that
were traditionally found within this
category, fougère is a trend in feminine
scents, right now. Almost invariably
these will feature lavender, geranium,
vetiver, bergamot, oakmoss and/or
coumarin somewhere in the blend.
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FLACON

French for perfume bottle, basically
(from the Latin), generally made out of glass.
(The word ‘flagon’ has the same root.) At The
Perfume Society, we tend to use it to describe
only the most special of bottles – like the
extraordinary Baccarat flacon for Ming Toy,
seen here (recently sold at the annual New York
perfume bottle auction.

THE FRAGRANCE FOUNDATION

First established in the US as ‘the
educational arm of the international
fragrance industry’, presided over for
40 years by a dynamo by the name
of Annette Green, The Fragrance
Foundation now has outposts around
the world – including, of course,
the UK (where Linda Key is the CEO).
Alongside expert training of consultants
and journalists, the Fragrance Foundation organises
the annual super-glam Fragrance Foundation Awards
and The Jasmine Awards – the perfume world’s most
prestigious ‘gongs’ (see p.26).

fragrancefoundation.org.uk

Fragrance Finder
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The Perfume Society’s FIND-A-FRAGRANCE Fragrance Editor began life on an Amstrad computer in Liberty
perfumery and Harvey Nichols, and now helps people to find new scents they’ll love via a super-intelligent algorithm
on our website. Simply punch in one of your favourite perfumes, and our Fragrance Editor (we like to call him
‘FR.eD’!) will recommend you six scents you’re likely to love, via a clever matchmaking process. Whether you’re
looking to replace a discontinued favourite, interested in trying something new or looking for a gift for a friend, have
a play, get your results, and perhaps discover your next scent love. But be warned: our FIND-A-FRAGRANCE tool is
almost psychic – so you may end up with a long scent-shopping list! perfumesociety.org/find-your-next-fragrance
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GENDER NEUTRAL FRAGRANCES

Once upon a time all fragrance was ‘unisex’ –
rather than marketed specifically to women or men.
Now, the phrase ‘gender neutral’ is increasingly
becoming the terminology, as fragrance houses
wake up to the fact that younger generations
of fragrance fans, in particular, don’t want to be
pigeonholed in any way. Guerlain recently launched
LUI as a ‘gender fluid’ fragrance, Katy Perry
declared her scent Indi was ‘gender free’, and SJP
described Stash as ‘genderless’. We
say: wear what you like, no matter
who it may be targeted at.

Glass Valley

The Vallée de la Bresle in Northern France (bridging
Haute-Normandie and Picardy) has earned the nickname
‘Glass Valley’. They’ve been making glass there since the
14th Century, becoming specialists in the production
of perfume bottles. Today, 75% of the bottles for the
world’s fragrance and cosmetics industry still comes
from the Valley, where around 7000 people are
employed by heritage glass names including Pochet du
Courval and Waltersperger. There’s a dedicated Glass
Museum in Blangy-sur-Bresle, in the valley’s heart.
la-glass-vallee.com

GLOVES

French perfumery
owes a great deal to
the stinky process
of tanning leather.
Tanning involves the
use of materials with
deeply unpleasant
smells (fermented
urine, anyone?);
savvy glove-makers
discovered that the
aroma could be disguised with the use of fragrant
ingredients such as orris butter and musk (Italy),
orange blossom and violet (France) and in Spain,
camphor and ambergris. In 1714, France’s guild
of Gantiers (Glovemakers) – one of France’s
most important – evolved into the Guild of
Glovemakers/Perfumers, eventually dropping the
name to become the Master Perfumers’ Guild.

GRASSE

Widely regarded as the perfume capital of the world,
Grasse sits on the Riviera and enjoys the perfect balmy
climate in which to grow lavender, myrtle, jasmine, rose,
orange blossom and wild mimosa, among other essential
materials for perfumery. Renowned for their leather-tanning
skills in the Middle Ages, Grasse initially became the
epicentre for production of perfumed ingredients to mask
the unpleasant aromas of that trade (see left). Today, over
60 active fragrance-and-flavour companies are based in
Grasse and surrounding towns, including world-leaders such
as Mane, Robertet, IFF [International Flavors & Fragrance]
and Firmenich. Between them they employ around 10,000
residents of Grasse (not including an additional 3,500 who
commute from other cities to work there), making Grasse
surely the sweetest-smelling town in Europe.
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IS FOR GUERLAIN

Every flacon of Guerlain fragrance
is a little bit of history, captured in
a bottle. Because no matter how
stylishly contemporary your choice
– the so-sensual Mon Guerlain, for
instance, or summer 2018’s crystalline,
sunlit Aqua Allegoria Passiflora, or
perhaps an edition of all-dressed-upwith-someplace-to-go La Petite Robe
Noire – you aren’t simply wearing
something beautiful, on your skin.
You’re also part of a story that has
been woven into that of fragrance
itself, since 1828.
Just five perfumers have been
custodians of Guerlain’s scented
secrets. It began with Pierre-François
Pascal Guerlain, who started out in
1828 blending custom fragrances
for Parisian high society. His most
celebrated clients? The French
Emperor Napoleon III and his wife
Eugénie, whose marriage he marked
with the creation of Eau de Cologne
Impériale in 1853 –– astonishingly,
a fragrance we can still buy, splash
and fall in love with today, and which
smells as gloriously fresh and timeless
as it did then.
By 1840, there was a flagship store
on Paris’s Rue de la Paix – and in 1864,
Aimé Guerlain had succeeded his
father at the perfumer’s organ. From
that moment on, Guerlain has been
right at the forefront of fragrance
innovation – embracing the new
synthetics taking the scent world by
storm, to create landmark fragrances
like Jicky, the first to include the sorecognisable ‘Guerlinade’.
Jacques Guerlain succeeded
his uncle in 1890, creating timeless
masterpieces like L’Heure Bleue,
Mitsouko and Shalimar. Astonishingly,
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As this fabled French fragrance house celebrates 190
years of exquisite scent creation, we trace its history
– and speak to perfumer Thierry Wasser about what
makes Guerlain utterly unique, in the fragrant universe…
Jacques’ final perfume, Ode, was
created 65 years later, in 1955, with
the baton passing to his grandson,
18-year-old Jean-Paul Guerlain. (Who
went on to create Vétiver, Habit
Rouge and Samsara, in his own right.)
In 2008, for the very first time,
a ‘non-Guerlain’ was appointed
to the fragrance house. In an
utterly sure-footed way, Thierry
Wasser is propelling Guerlain into
the future while referencing the
astonishing archive and legacy of
his predecessors; as part of the
immersion process, he even set
himself the task of opening the
ledgers and re-creating over 50 ‘lost’
Guerlain fragrances including Chypre
de Paris (1908), Bouquet de Faunes
(1922), and Cuir de Russie (1935).
But what ensures total continuity,
he explains, is the control that
Guerlain retains, from field to flacon.
‘For almost two centuries, we have
blended and bottled our own
fragrances, in our own facility. Beyond
that, we continue to source materials
from the same farmers and growers.
And raw materials and Guerlain –
well, that’s a long, long love story...’
Much of Thierry’s year, then, is
spent travelling the world, ensuring
the quality of those raw materials.
December takes him to Madagascar,
for vanilla – a true cornerstone of
Guerlain. For orange blossom and
petitgrain, Thierry travels to Tunisia,
then later on to Bulgaria to the
rose fields. ‘We have our sourcing
routes that go back for centuries,’
he explains. ‘The raw materials give
such a strong thread and a signature,
which runs throughout every Guerlain
creation. The bergamot in Mon

Guerlain is essentially the same
used in Eau de Cologne Impériale in
1853. The rose which is in La Petite
Robe Noire is what you’d find in
Nahéma when it was first launched
in 1979. And those ingredients
are the link between all the 115
formulations we still do today – a
key reason why Guerlain’s signature
is so very recognisable, in every
creation.’ (Another is the bottles:
that Napoleonic bee design endures
today – as does the distinctive
quadrilobé shape, used from 1908’s
Rue de la Paix fragrance through to
2017’s Mon Guerlain, for instance.)
Right now is an incredibly exciting
chapter in the story of Guerlain, with
fragrances like La Petite Robe Noire,
L’Homme Idéale, Mon Guerlain
– and the new, airy Mon Guerlain
Eau Florale – attracting new fans
for Guerlain. And rippling out from
the epicentre of the perfume house
in Paris, 100 Guerlain fragrance
boutiques are planned for locations
around the world – spaces in which
we can truly immerse ourselves in
Guerlain’s perfumed portfolio.
‘It is an incredible privilege to be
part of Guerlain today,’ concludes
Thierry. ‘But the true beauty is
that that thanks to the incredible
knowledge, the savoir faire and
those precious relationships with the
producers of our ingredients, I believe
the house of Guerlain will remain
totally recognisable, in another 190
years’ time…’
With perfumistas continuing, no
doubt, to fall hook, line and silken
thread for Guerlain’s sense-delighting
creations – generation after
generation after generation...

DO YOU SPEAK
GUERLAIN?
Bee bottle A symbol
of Guerlain for 160 years,
since the Napoleonic bee
was first used on a gilded
bottle of Eau de Cologne
Impériale, commissioned
for the Empress Eugénie,
wife of Napoleon III.
Baudruchage The
‘Dames de Table’ artisans
at Guerlain’s Orphin
production site enfold
the stopper of perfume
bottles with a translucent
film, then seal it with an
expertly-tied silk thread.
Communelle A unique
blend of batches of a
single raw ingredient,
selected by Guerlain
Perfumer Thierry Wasser,
to ensure the distinctive
Guerlain signature – e.g.
Calabrian bergamot
Guerlain has had
just five perfumers,
including Jacques
Guerlain (above)
and Thierry Wasser
(below right). Top:
the Aqua Allegoria
bottle is a modern
spin on the historic
bee flacon, which you
can see on the right,
being ‘finished’ by
a ‘Dame de Table’.
Above, centre: the
famous quadriolobé
bottle is used today
for Mon Guerlain;
a drawing of the
Champs-Elysées store

Guerlinade Guerlain
fragrances share
distinctive family traits
– and the secret of this
resemblance is the
Guerlinade, based around
six raw materials: rose,
bergamot, iris, vanilla,
tonka and jasmine.
Guerlain’s perfumers
have used these notes
in different proportions,
depending on the
composition – but they
are a defining Guerlain
signature.

“

Raw
materials and
Guerlain – that’s
a long, long
love story...

Thierry Wasser

”
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H
Hair Perfumes

So far as we know, the Egyptians were the first
to scent their hair, positioning cones of fragrant
oils and waxes on top of their heads, which would
slowly melt. (Yup, really.) The late Estée Lauder (see
‘Y’) also counselled spaying hair, as well as skin.
Many fragrances, however, contain colourants and/
or over-dry hair – but specific hair fragrances are
booming and this new generation of follicle-friendly
hair mists can be spritzed with abandon.
l Frèdèric Malle Carnal Flower fuses a flower
shop’s freshness with creamy, sensual tuberose.
£130 for 100ml
l Maison Francis Kurkdjian Amyris
Femme glamourises with luminous
orange blossom, iris and citrus.
£55 for 70ml
l Percy & Reed Walk in the Rain
evokes garden flowers, freshly
misted by a sudden shower.
£15 for 75ml

HEADSPACE TECHNOLOGY

HUNGARY WATER

Hungary Water first made its appearance in
around 1370 – an important advance, setting a style of
construction for European perfumery which virtually
endures till today. Created for the Queen of Hungary
to treat a medical condition, the blend of alcohol and
rosemary was applied to a handkerchief or rubbed onto
the body – although sometimes it was imbibed, too.
Later, lemon balm, mint, esprit de rose, orange flower
extract and lemon peel were added to the potion –
making it a true precursor to Cologne.
24 The scented Letter

This form of capturing scent uses a domed
container, which forms an airtight seal around
an object. Inert gasses or a vacuum then extract
odour compounds, to be analysed later in a lab.
Developed in the 1980s to capture compounds
found in the air, the technique was invented to
give perfumers the data required to recreate
synthetically many natural materials that prove
elusive via traditional extraction methods
(such as lily of the valley). Normally used for
odoriferous plants, flowers and foods, it could
theoretically capture the scent of anything.

I
Ingredients

Perfume recipes are classed as ‘trade
secrets’ – that’s why you don’t find their
ingredients listed in full on the back of
perfume boxes. What perfume houses must
list on perfumed products sold within the EU,
however, are any of the 26 potential allergens
such as coumarin, eugenol, geraniol, limonene,
etc. Many of them are just one component
of an ingredient – rose, tonka, geranium, for
instance – but because they can potentially
trigger sensitivity in some individuals, the law
says they must appear the ingredients list.
Will that change, post-Brexit? Doubtful. But
with the beauty world moving towards greater
transparency, expect pressure for much more
detailed labeling – trade secret or not.

A-Z OF PERFUME

Indoles

When something’s described
as ‘indolic’, it refers to a
naturally-occurring chemical
found in many essential
oils – including jasmine,
orange blossom, neroli and
other white flowers – which
smells potently animalic
(almost faecal, actually). In
its raw state, this crystalline
substance (which can also
be synthesised) is almost
enough to stun an elephant
– but when greatly diluted it
delivers a heady, swaggering
licentiousness. Addictively
pleasurable, actually.

ISO E SUPER

An aroma chemical originally trademarked by
International Flavours and Fragrances, also known as Iso
Gamma Super, Anthamber, Amber Fleur and Boisvelone
(among many other names). It’s a
smooth, woody, amber note with
a ‘velvet-like’ sensation, massively
popularised by perfumer Geza
Schöen in his revolutionary, global
blockbuster Escentric Molecules
Molecule 01, which is based on
this single note. Beloved by many
for its comforting, softness, it is a
smell many find fiendishly difficult to
describe. We suggest sniffing it out
for yourself.

© kmls - Fotolia

ISIPCA

Francis Kurkdjian and Annick Ménardo are among the notable graduates from the Institut Supérieur International du
Parfum, de la Cosmétique et de l’Aromatique alimentaire (hence the shortening of that mouthful to ISIPCA). Based in
Versailles, it was originally founded in 1970 by Jean-Jacques Guerlain, focusing purely on perfume. Regarded as the No.1
perfumery school in the world, ISIPCA has since broadened out to offer qualifications in cosmetics and food flavourings.
Anyone serious about applying, however, will almost certainly need a degree in chemistry – and cracking good French.
isipca-school.com
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Jasmine Awards

These are perfume world’s most prestigious
literary and visual awards, organised by The
Fragrance Foundation and judged by leading
figures from the perfume, design and book worlds.
We’re delighted to have won several of these
Awards – including a special Jasmine Award for The
Perfume Society’s website – and in 2018, our team
member Carson Parkin-Fairley scooped a Jasmine
Award (which is marked with the presentation of a
beautiful Lalique statuette), for her co-ordination of
our #smellfie campaign. Whoop, whoop!

JEAN-LOUIS FARJEON

Born in Montpellier 1748 and
apprenticed to his father’s modest
perfumery, Farjeon dreamed of
working within the glittering Court
of Versailles. Propelled by his
ambition, he opened an elegant
boutique attracting aristocratic
customers, including Marie
Antoinette herself. Concocting
ever-more-lavish scents over
fourteen years, these included ‘Sillage de la Reine’,
heady with tuberose, jasmine, orange blossom,
sandalwood, iris and cedar. Intrigued? Read A Scented
Palace: The Secret History of Marie-Antoinette’s
Perfumer by Elisabeth de Feydeau (£17.99 on
Amazon) for the full, fascinating story.

JUICE

© DenisMArt - Fotolia
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JOVOY

Parisian perfumer Blanche Arvoy created
the Jovoy perfume house in 1923. Despite
being adored by society, its customers a
Parisian Who’s Who?, Jovoy later folded –
and was destined to become a footnote in
fragrance history, until entrepreneur François
Hénin brought the perfume house back to life.
After opening a fragrance distillation factory
in Vietnam, his long-dreamed-of ambition of
reviving a classic house beckoned François
back to Paris from the tropics, and he found
the perfect subject in Jovoy. He chose not to
recreate the original scents, but ‘to do exactly
what Blanche would have done: make perfumes
for my contemporaries.’ He scoured the world
for other beautiful niche perfumes, showcasing
them alongside Jovoy’s own fragrances at a
boutique on the Rue de Castiglione, which has
become a must-visit destination for perfumers.
Londoners can also now revel in those ranges
at Jovoy’s recently-opened, lavishly stocked
boutique at 21 Conduit Street, Mayfair.
jovoyparis.com

K
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Kits

We’re pretty sure every fragrance-lover has
dabbled with making their own scent at some
point. But from childish attempts with rosepetals
in water to highly expensive classes, there wasn’t
much in-between, until… The Merchant of Venice
created two kits featuring fragrant accords – Floral
& Oriental or Woody & Fougère – with which
to compose a bespoke perfume of your own.
Including all the instruments, ingredients and
instructions required, along with a stylish atomiser
into which to decant your finished fragrance, the
only limit is your imagination.
The Merchant of Venice
Perfumer’s Kit £70
perfumesociety.org/
SHOP

KYPHI

Fragrance has beguiled us for 5,000 years, at least;
hieroglyphics in Egyptian tombs show Ancient Egyptians
and Mesopotamians making perfume, as long ago as
3000 BC. Egyptian priests used aromatic resins, believing
that burning incense connected humans with the Gods –
and pleased the
deities. In Edfu, in
Egypt – the bestpreserved temple
after Karnak –
there’s even a
‘perfume room’,
where recipes
for ointments,
perfumes and
inhalations feature
in hieroglyphics
on the wall. Most
mystical was kyphi
incense, which
was burned to ensure the safe return of the Sun God, Ra,
next morning. The recipe varied from temple to temple,
but typical ingredients included myrrh, sweet rush, wine,
honey, cardamom, spikenard, resin and juniper. If you’re
curious to smell it, you can still find kyphi incense on-line
today, from companies including Indigo Desert Moon.
indigodesertmoon.com
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L
LE GRAND MUSÉE DU PARFUM

A must-visit for scent-lovers from
around the world, this immersive
perfume museum is located in a 19th
Century mansion on Paris’s spiffy Right
Bank, offering a ‘multi-sensory journey’
through the history and science of scent
and perfume making. There’s lot to
see, listen to – and crucially, to smell.
We can’t recommend too highly that
you visit – and be sure to exit via gift
shop, which has on sale the biggest
selection of perfume books that we’ve
ever drooled over. (NB like most Paris
museums, it’s closed Mondays.)
73 Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré,
75008, Paris
grandmuseeduparfum.fr
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Layering

Middle-Eastern consumers think nothing of layering
five (sometimes seven) fragrances at once – and our
Editor Jo Fairley wishes we’d all be a bit braver, closer to
home. Her philosophy: ‘With interiors, things you like all
seem to go together. I find it’s the same with fragrance;
you’re not going to get a bad blend out of things you
like,’ she advises. For the ultra-nervous, seek out a
scented body lotion to complement without matching.
(Vanilla smooths corners from sharp scents, for instance
– and there’s the bonus that all fragrances last longer
when layered on well-moisturised skin.) Base note-heavy
scents normally reserved for winter can beef-up a citrus
that’s wishy-washy. Need that heady floral to be a little
less screechy? Try adding a softly mossy fougère. We say:
experiment! Perfume’s not a tattoo.

A-Z OF PERFUME

LES SENTEURS

This family-run perfumery has nurtured niche
fragrance houses since 1984, when they first opened.
They’ve recently re-opened their Belgravia doors
following refurbishment, and with a new lease of life,
boast well-curated shelves of niche perfumes, specialist
knowledge and exceptional service. Perhaps their
greatest treasure? Fragrance expert and Perfume
Archivist, James Craven, who’s worked there for 20 years,
but still finds ‘The thrill and anticipation of opening a
new bottle of perfume is not a whit diminished. For who
can tell what genie, what spell it will release?’ Having in
the UK launched lesser-known brands that have gone on
to fabulous success, they know their stuff. If you haven’t
yet visited the new 71 Elizabeth Street boutique, it’s high
time you popped to over for a sniff around.
lessenteurs.com

LES FONTAINES PARFUMÉES

In 2016, luxury house LVMH installed its leading
exclusive perfumers – Jacques Cavallier-Belletrud (Louis
Vuitton, below) and François Demachy (Dior) – in a
stunning ‘perfume playground’. A once-famous fragrance
factory (it translates as ‘The Perfumed Fountains’), Les
Fontaines Parfumées had been a key attraction in Grasse
before falling into disrepair; once upon a time, its fountains
really did run with perfume, while the scented run-off
fragranced the hillside town. Today, the two perfumers
(both Grasse-born) have the rare luxury of creating
fragrances in adjacent state-of-the-art laboratories, in a
beautifully-restored bastide (seen above), set in gardens
abloom with scented plants.

Linear

The majority of fine perfumes are still
constructed using top, heart then base notes,
creating a journey for the wearer as the
notes unravel themselves and develop while
warming on the skin. A ‘linear’ fragrance
doesn’t follow this pattern, deliberately
created to give you an idea of the fragrance’s
entire development from first spritz – so what
you first smell is what you get.
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M
MACERATION

Perfumers must be patient – it takes a period
of several weeks for the ingredients to sit together
and mature after they’ve been blended. (Like
a fine wine or cheese, only with more fragrant
results.) This process is called ‘maceration’, and
only after it is complete can a composition’s
success truly be judged. The term also applies to
a method of extracting natural odour compounds
– warmed fats and oils soak up fragrance, and are
then dissolved in alcohol so that the essential oils
can be obtained.

A-Z OF PERFUME

MEMORY

When we smell
something, it’s detected
by olfactory receptors in
the nose and immediately
stimulates the limbic
system in the brain. The
limbic system supports
a variety of functions
including emotion,
behaviour, motivation
and long-term memory,
as well as olfaction. It’s
that direct link with the
brain’s memory centre which so many of us will vividly
have experienced – walking past someone wearing an
old boyfriend’s aftershave, inhaling the scent of cut grass,
a particular fabric conditioner or freshly baked bread,
so that we find ourselves involuntarily recalling days and
people perhaps long gone. (PTO for Clive Christian’s scent
Memories, Dreams & Reflections.)

Perfumers – and perfume lovers – often seem
propelled into the world of perfume by
glamorously nostalgic recollections of their
mothers owning, wearing and enjoying fragrance…

Moodboards

When a designer or a perfume brand is briefing a
perfumer, they will often nowadays put together a collage
of images that they consider capture the spirit and feel of
the fragrance they want the ‘nose’ to develop. (Only rarely
is a perfumer allowed free rein.) Most perfumers we have
spoken to find them hugely helpful – as Nathalie Lorson
told us recently, ‘The more clear the brief, the easier it is for
me to deliver what is wanted.’ Seen above: an example of
the moodboard that London fragrance house Floral Street
shared with its New York-based perfumer, Jérôme Épinette.

François Demachy: ‘My mother
used to wear two perfumes: Miss
Dior for day, and Chanel No.5 for
night – and serendipitously, I ended
up working for both companies!’
Marie Salamagne: ‘My “madeleine
de Proust” is Shalimar. I have such
strong memories of my mother
wearing it; she is a doctor, so… if she
was working very late, I would sneak
into her bed and smell her pillow.’

The

© Chris Titze Imaging; decade3d - Fotolia

Benoît Verdier, co-founder Ex Nihilo
Parfums: ‘She wore YSL Paris in the
morning when driving me to school, so
the whole car smelled of Paris. It’s not
a scent I like particularly, myself – but
when I smell it, I get a total flashback.’
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an aromatic life

memories, dreams,
reflections
Designer of unashamedly luxurious interiors and some of the
most beautiful kitchens on the planet, Clive Christian
also has his own signature fragrance line. And his nose, we
discover, is as discerning as his eye

What’s the very first thing you remember smelling?
From my youth, I would walk to school where I would cross
a railway bridge and most mornings I would wait for the
steam train to pass, even if it meant being late for school.
When it did so, I got the most incredible smell which would
overtake audio and vision – and that scent of the coal and
oil and the combustion was so powerful that if I close my
eyes I can be transported right back to that moment.
When did you realise that scent was really important
to you? That experience with the train was when I began
to understand the power of smell and all the beautiful
memories that come with such a unique moment.
What’s your favourite scented flower?
Rose (see right) – but also jasmine, for its floral intensity.
What was the first fragrance you were given?
If there was one, I really don’t remember
it – so I imagine it can’t have been
any good! Funnily enough before I
became a perfume creator, I didn’t
even wear perfume. To be honest,
I’m only interested in things when I’ve
been involved with their creation. So if
you look at what I wear, for instance, it’s
always very simple – black polo neck,
trousers, black shoes – because
for the same reason, I’m not
particularly interested in clothes.
And the first you bought for
yourself? I really didn’t used to
buy perfume for myself, in the past
– but I did buy an actual perfume
house! In 1999 I became custodian
of the historic Crown Perfumery
and subsequently developed the
inaugural Clive Christian Original
Collection.
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The smell that always makes me feel happy is…
Any Clive Christian perfume – for obvious reasons!
The smells that makes me a bit sad are… Synthetic, fake
scents – from those little dangly Christmas trees they hang
from rearview mirrors to cheap scented candles and air
fresheners. I honestly don’t know why anyone would want to
scent their space with those. Before getting a car serviced
or cleaned, I always make a point of saying: don’t use any
sprays. I literally can’t stand it.
The scent I love to smell on a woman is… ‘C’ Woody
Leather – it’s the more masculine ‘C’ from my Private
Collection, which offers pairs of fragrances for each letter
of my name. A lot of significant females I’ve meet in my life
have worn masculine perfumes. It is great to see that there
is less of a gender divide when it comes to perfumes and
that people are happy to wear perfumes which
they like and feel comfortable on their
skin, rather than than what is dictated
to them as ‘maculine’ or ‘feminine’, by
fragrance brands.
The scent that I like to smell on a man
is… No.1 for Women Clive Christian
perfume! It is a scent I wear occasionally
and for special occasions. Sourced and
composed using the rarest, most
precious ingredients from around
the world the perfume has over 248
ingredients and is such a special
perfume - it’s a true floral Oriental.
What is your favourite book about
fragrance?
Patrick Süskind’s Perfume: The Story
of a Murderer (pictured right). So
utterly evocative and original.
clivechristian.com

CLIVE’S FIVE
FAVOURITE
SMELLS
‘For a creative, this is very
difficult to answer,’ says Clive.
‘Smells mean so many things and
are snapshots of certain moments. I
have myriad smells that uplift my spirits – but I’ve
managed to narrow it down to these…’
1 Daphne odora A wonderful winter shrub
with tiny flowers that don’t look much, but hit
you with an absolute wall of fragrance when
you step aside in midwinter. It’s very heady
and incense-like but not used in perfumery
because the whole plant is poisonous. Daphne
odora actually inspired my whole Addictive
Arts collection, because it got me thinking
about other poisonous and narcotic plants like
mandrake and hemlock.

The smoke from a
steam train, above, is
one of Clive Christian’s
earliest memories

2 Rose Probably rather predictable but it’s
one of those smells that is eternal, and a key
ingredient in so many fragrances. I have many
roses in the garden of my Queen Anne house
– plenty of rose de Maï which is the classic
fragrance rose, but also a modern fragrant rose
called Margaret Merrill (left), which is beautiful.

Jasmine, oak smoke
and Margaret Merrill
roses are much-loved
smells; car fragrances
are a no-no

3 Oak wood We use this a lot in the Clive
Christian furniture workshops, bringing the oak
logs in so they’re actually machined and finished
on site. The smell of oak when it’s been cut is
beautiful and quite strong.
4 Oak smoke I like to burn off-cuts of oak from
the workshop on an open fire. There’s nothing
like it. It makes a sweet smoke – and reminds
me that perfume has its roots in smoke, going
back thousands of years to the burning of wood,
plants and resins.
5 Aviation fuel It’s the scent of adventure
and freedom. When I get on board an aeroplane
or a helicopter, I know something exciting is
about to happen.
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creative time, when I have more ideas. It’s quieter and my
nose is better, too. The afternoon is reserved for smelling,
with the IFF evaluators.

... is for Nose
We are endlessly fascinated by the working lives of
perfumers, who succeed in transforming ideas into scent,
air into emotion. Search on The Perfume Society website
and you’ll find a new series of interviews with some of
the world’s greatest perfumers, called ‘A Working Nose’.
Past interviewees include Alberto Morillas and Anne
Flipo, and for this edition of The Scented Letter, we share
Carson Parkin-Fairley’s ‘A Working Nose’ interview with
super-cool rising star Fanny Bal of International Flavors
& Fragrances (IFF), who was apprenticed at to the great
Dominique Ropion. (Read more about Fanny Bal on. p.4.)
When does your day start? How does it start?
I usually wake up at 8am, and then have my cup of green
tea – I am more a tea than a coffee person – with my rye
bread. I really enjoy this moment; my breakfast in the
morning is special, because it is before my day starts – the
calm before the storm. I can just think about what the day
holds. Breakfast is very important to me.
Where do you work?
I work in Neuilly, a lovely suburb next to Paris. I can walk
to work, which is really nice. I have my own office, with a
window overlooking a beautiful park. I sit at my desk, with a
computer – that’s how I create each formula. Next door to
my office there’s a lab where my assistant works.
How does your day break down? Do you spend the
morning working, or are you better in the afternoon?
Usually it’s both. We have a lot of projects and normally
have to work all day on them, but the morning is my

Fanny Bal’s latest creation is Paul Smith Hello
You! Eau de toilette, created alongside her mentor
and tutor Dominique Ropion. ‘Our inspiration was
Paul Smith’s famous coloured stripes – so iconic
and fun, and we wanted to create something that
reflected that. We began with a classic elegant
accord, focused around lavender, then added a
touch of bright juicy apple.’
Paul Smith Hello You!
£35 for 50ml eau de
toilette at retailers
nationwide
theperfumeshop.

How do you actually compose a fragrance?
Perfumers nowadays all work on a computer, because it’s
more practical. First, I simply imagine the fragrance in
my head, then I create a formula. When my assistant has
compounded it, sometimes it smells just as I imagined –
but other times it doesn’t, so I have to try again.
What other inspirations do you look for, during your day?
For for me creation is actually deeply linked with emotion
– I’m inspired by the people I love, the people I meet.
Inspiration just happens – it’s hard to say exactly what it
comes from, or when it’s going to strike. I do know that
other perfumers like to go and be outside, maybe walk
around and find inspiration there. But for me it is really
emotion that drives creation.

“

I just need to feel
nice and calm, when
I create – and eat
well! That’s very
important

”

Do you break for lunch, or eat at your desk?
For me lunch is also very important because I am a true
‘foodista’, so I can’t miss lunch! It’s very important for me
to have a little break, but realistically, sometimes you’re too
busy and just have to grab something to eat at your desk. I
do try to go out to have lunch and enjoy this little moment,
this time alone, though.
What will the afternoon be spent on?
Sometimes I work until quite late, like most people in the
company. Being a perfumer is a dream job but it’s also
very demanding. Sometimes you have to work late into the
night and try and try and try again, on projects.
What time do you go home? Do you continue to think
about the fragrances when you get home?
My nose never switches off. But because I walk home, I
use that time to think about the day that’s just gone and
to think about my fragrances. Then when I arrive in my
apartment, I just try to switch off and disconnect and spend
time with my loved ones. I still smell everything around me,
but it’s possible to disconnect from the projects.
Do you need to be in a particular mood, to create?
I just need to feel nice and calm. And eat well! That’s
actually very important.
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How long does it take you to get from concept to
finished fragrance, usually?
Sometimes it can take a long time. Basically it’s all down
to the deadline of the client, because a fragrance is
never truly ‘finished’. I always want to try something
else; there are so many ingredients and so many
options, always changes that could be made.
How many materials do you have at your fingertips?
In a perfumer’s catalogue there are generally around
1200 ingredients, but I don’t use all of them. Everyone
has their favourites to work with – my own working
palette is somewhere around 200-300 materials.
What is the most number of modifications
you’ve ever had to do on a fragrance? And
the least?
Not that many – we’re not looking at
something like Lancôme La Vie Est Belle,
for which the perfumers did around 5,000
modifications. The maximum I’ve done is
around 1,000. The least? Sometimes, it is
just one or two.
Do you listen to music while
you work?
No. I just like peace and quiet.
How much of your time is spent
on your own work – creating
new accords, working with
materials that may have
been offered to you by
the ingredients houses, to
‘store up’ and use for future
finished creations?
It depends on my workload
and the projects I have going
on. Sometimes I can go a
whole week without working
on my own creative ideas;
other times I can spend
more time on them, maybe
two or three days a week.
It’s good to mix it up, to
switch between projects,
because I may run out
of ideas on one, but it will
inspire another.
How many fragrances might you be
working on at any one time?
A lot, for sure!
Is there one fragrance you WISH
you’d created?
I wish I had created Portrait of a Lady,
by Dominique Ropion. For me it’s the
most beautiful scent.

O
ORGAN
Many perfumers use an ‘organ’ to arrange their materials. Depending on how elaborate they are, a perfumer’s
organ can resemble a church organ – the ingredients arrayed on tiered shelves, most classically from lighter top notes
through to heavier base materials. Renowned natural perfumer Mandy Aftel recently added a stunning custom-built
Douglas fir organ to her Aftel Archive of Curious Scents (above) - a jewel-box of a museum housing a remarkable
collection of raw, rare materials gathered from around the world, within a cottage on her Californian property.

Orris

Prized since the time of the Ancient Greeks
and Romans, it takes an entire ton of ‘rhizomes’
(root-like iris bulbs), aged two to five years, to
produce just two kilos of orris essential oil. (Hence
its incredibly high price: according to Atelier
Cologne’s Sylvie Ganter, this ‘blue gold’ is selling
for $120,000 a kilo.) Iris has many facets – butterysmooth soft suede, feminine powderiness or
even a just-baked-bread aspect – which can be
brought out in different ways by perfumers. The
most sought-after type of orris comes from the Iris
pallida. After ageing, rhizomes are steam-distilled,
producing oil which solidifies into something
known as ‘orris butter’ (or ‘concrete’), because of
its oily, yellow texture and appearance.

OSMOTHÈQUE

The Osmothèque – from osmē (Greek for ‘scent’),
and the French bibliothèque (‘library’) – was founded by
perfumer Jean Kerléo during his tenure at Jean Patou, in
collaboration with fellow leading noses, including JeanClaude Ellena and Guy Robert. The Versailles-based
archive is the custodian of over 3,000 fragrances – many of
them otherwise ‘lost’ – which are secured in its controlledtemperature vaults. Many are in formulation form only
(due to a lack of the raw materials required to make them);
others are in liquid form. The museum receives a supply of
all new scents created in France and much of the world, in
addition to holding iconic treasures like Coty Chypre and
Paul Parquet’s Fougère Royale. The museum offers around
150 perfume sessions a year to visitors; it’s also possible to
make a private appointment for a personalised tour.
osmotheque.fr
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PATCHOULI

TANJA HEFFNER ON UNSPLASH

Deep, dark, earthy and woody, it’s often
a surprise when perfume-lovers discover that
patchouli actually comes from a frilly green-leafed,
purple-flowered member of the mint family, named
Pogostemon patchouli. Many still associate the
smell with hippies – worn neat on the skin it was
the scent of the 60s – but improved processing
techniques have resulted in a myriad of variations,
from cold and clean, to rich and
chocolate-like. Beloved
by perfumers for its
fixative properties,
it’s incredibly longlasting. Much of the
world’s patchouli
harvest ends up
scenting laundry
detergents – it’s
able to withstand
vigorous washing
and high temperatures.
So much for its ‘dirty’smelling reputation!

Paul Poiret

One of history’s most talented couturiers, Poiret is
considered the first designer to have his own fragrance
house – Rosine, named after his daughter. It thrived –
François Coty apparently tried to buy the company – but
like many, faded over time. Poiret employed perfumers
Emannuel Bouler, Maurice Shaller and Henri Alméras (who
later created 1930’s Joy). A wonderful twist to the tale: the
enterprising Marie-Hélène Rogeon resurrected Rosine in
1991. From a family of perfumers, her grandparents had
worked with… Poiret!

PULSE POINTS
We’re often told to spray perfume
on our ‘pulse points’, to disperse our
chosen scent and have it warm and
develop as the perfumer intended. But
does this practice of wearing perfume
actually work, where the giddy heck are
they located – and does it really make
any difference where you apply? Trust
us, it can really help. Heat is what brings
to life and activates a fragrance, and
these areas of skin are thinner, so allow
a truer appreciation of the composition
as it warms and transitions in character.
The pulse-points are located behind your
ear, at the bottom of your throat, on your
wrist, inside your elbow, and behind your
knee. (We also like under the hairline, at
the back of the neck.) Spray generously
– and enjoy various levels of fragrant
wafting all day...
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Q&A

At The Perfume Society we receive daily
requests for help from perfume-lovers – and
always try our very best to answer. (Nobody’s
born knowing these things!) We’ve collated
answers to dozens of these questions on our
website’s FAQs section – but here are our three
most frequently-asked questions.

Q
You might not know their name – but if you’re a lover
of niche perfume, we’ll bet you have a Pochpac bottle
in your collection. Sourcing bottles exclusively from the
heritage French manufacturer Pochet (based in ‘Glass
Valley’ – see ‘G’), West London-based Pochpac supply
countless well-known luxury fragrance names, alongside
an increasingly interesting selection of independent
perfume houses in the UK and overseas, including
Ormonde Jayne, 4160 Tuesdays, Escentric Molecules
and more – playing an important role in helping start-ups
to get off the ground by offering small volumes, thus
allowing creative perfume houses to blossom and grow.
pochpac.com

PER FUMUM

The word
‘perfume’ comes
from the Latin per
fumum, meaning ‘by
means of/through
smoke’. Many religions
believed in reaching the
gods by burning sacred
mixtures of fragrant
resins, plant materials
and spices – sending
prayers to the heavens
as smoke drifts skyward.
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Why doesn’t perfume last on my skin?
Those with dry skin particularly struggle
to make scent last, so try moisturising (with
unscented body lotion/oil or matching products)
to ‘lock in’ the fragrance. Citrusy top notes
naturally evaporate more quickly, so Colognes and
fresher scents will always need topping up during
the day (travel sizes and sample vials are ideal for
this), or try swapping your eau de toilette for a
more concentrated eau de parfum or even parfum
concentration. Make sure to spray your pulse
points, but also hair/scarves and inside jackets.
Being absorbent, but cooler than your skin, the
smell will last far longer on fabric.

Q

Do seasonal scents exist?
In hot weather, you may find some fragrances
seem stronger, overpowering – it’s why many
popular brands offer lighter versions of bestselling
scents. Certainly, we find Colognes and eaux
fraîche more suited to summer, and tend to wear
more full-bodied, ‘cocooning’ scents in winter
– but again, this is individual. Just do what feels
(and smells) right for you. There really are no rules.

© Massimo Paradiso - Fotolia

Pochpac

How can I tell which perfume’s right
for me?
Give it time! Blotters are fine to get a first
impression, but there’s nothing better than
experiencing the way a fragrance develops on
your skin. Live with any fragrance for several hours
before making a final decision about whether to
buy it.

R
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RESIN

A sticky substance secreted by some trees, resin
is flammable, insoluble in water and has probably
been used for its fabulously fragrant qualities since
the dawn of time. Burned as incense or offered as
scented prayers to the gods, resins still widely used in
perfumery include myrrh, frankincense, pine, fir and
oudh. Within a perfume,
resins are most often used
as base notes, because
they are so longlasting. Depending
on the type, resins
can smooth and
stabilise other
ingredients, or add
a smoky, warm,
amber-like quality to
its character.

The Romans

By the 1st Century AD, Ancient Romans were
importing 2,800 tons of frankincense and 550 tons
of myrrh a year. Public baths were the done thing;
the affluent classes were devoted to body care
through balms, oils, fragrance, the scenting of hair,
food and living spaces, while public fountains ran
with rosewater. Emperor Nero was so crazy about
roses, he once paid the equivalent of £100,000 for
a ‘waterfall’ of rose petals which actually killed one
guest by smothering him. (But what a way a way to
go, eh?) Conversely, Roman moralists like Pliny the
Elder condemned the excessive use of perfume,
for which exquisite glass vessels were handblown. We know which camp we’re in.

ROSE

Known as the ‘Queen of perfumery’,
this complex flower offers a myriad of
hypnotically beautiful scents. Over 540
aroma molecules have so far been
identified in the flower. Roses most
commonly used in perfumery are the
Turkish/Damask or Damascene rose –
dusky, full-bodied – and rosa
Centifolia (‘rose de Mai’), which is
fruitier, honeyed, grown in Grasse and
generally considered to produce the
highest quality rose absolute. Around 70%
of rose oil comes from Bulgaria; other
significant producers are Turkey, Iran and
Morocco. Rose-pickers pluck dew-drenched
blooms before 10am – otherwise the sun
evaporates their exquisite magic. Some
farmers in Turkey and Bulgaria transport
copper stills to the fields, heating them on the
spot to distil the precious Damask rose oil,
which separates from the water when heated.
170 rose flowers relinquish but a single drop.
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This former Shiseido
make-up artist was the
true pioneer of ‘niche’
perfumery, opening
a stunning boutique
in Paris’s Palais-Royal,
dedicated to his
signature creations. His
collaborator throughout
has been British-born
perfumer Christopher
Sheldrake, who has
deftly translated
Lutens’ enigmatic briefs
(often referencing his
childhood, or Marrakech,
where he has a home) into beautiful
fragrances, with names like ‘Dent de Lait’
(‘milk teeth’) and ‘La Réligieuse’ (the nun).

SIBLING

VALENTIN LACOSTE ON UNSPLASH

SERGE LUTENS

Sillage

From the French, this is pronounced ‘see-yahj’. (NOT
‘si-ledge’ – which is the fermented grass fodder fed to cows!)
It’s a romantic way of describing the way a fragrance projects
and lingers in the air around you, and the scent trail it leaves
in the wearer’s wake. A perfume that remains close to the
skin, detectable only to you (or someone very close…) has
soft sillage, while those entering a room before you do (or
tantalisingly remaining when you’ve left) boast a strong sillage.

A far nicer term than ‘flanker’, this means fragrances sharing similar attributes to previous versions.
Sometimes the packaging’s reworked as a limited edition (e.g. Jean Paul Gaultier’s Classique bottles, above), or
notes are seasonally adjusted. Some other ‘siblings’ merely share a name. (We know: it can get confusing for us,
too!) For lovers of a particular perfume, though, these siblings prove highly collectible.
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Solid Perfumes

There are fashions in scent, as in clothing.
We’re seeing solid perfumes appearing in
many fragrance lines for stroking fragrance
onto pulse-points. There’s a kind of intimacy
in the ritualistic application of them – plus,
they’re wonderfully tactile. Glossier’s founder
called theirs ‘the sister to the fidget spinner’.
Just try and put yours down.
l Glossier You/£19 for 4g glossier.com
l Estée Lauder Azurée d’Or/£160 for 0.8g
harrods.com
l Diptyque Do Son/£34 for 4g spacenk.com
l Tom Ford Orchid Soleil/£120 for 6g
harveynichols.com
l Le Labo Santal 33/£66 for 4g
libertylondon.com
l Aftelier Wildflowers/$240 for 8ml aftelier.com
l Marc Jacobs Honey/£34 for 0.75g
debenhams.com

SPEED-SMELLING

Imagine speed-dating – but with the world’s
leading perfumers, showing off their scents. Once a
year, IFF (International Flavors & Fragrances) invite
their perfumers to compose completely freestyle.
With no brief, no client and no expense spared,
the noses get to work with materials and abstract
concepts they’d never
usually be allowed to
explore in a commercial
sense. The resulting
fragrances are then
beautifully cased and sold
in strictly limited numbers
(only 300 this year!).
150 euros for 14 x 10ml eaux
de parfum
shop.auparfum.com

STREWING HERBS

Long, long before scented candles were a
flicker in a perfumer’s eye, homes were fragrant
with the scent of herbs, scattered over the floors
of dwellings, shops and eateries. They were
widely used in the Middle Ages, through to the
18th Century, to keep pests at bay and to act as
disinfectants. But they also served to scent the
air with mint, thyme, chamomile, meadowsweet,
lavender, rose and sage.
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TRAIN YOUR NOSE

It’s possible to dramatically re-train the
nose – or more accurately, the brain – to
improve your sense of smell. We like to talk
to experts about how best to do this – and
here are some of the tips we’ve learned from
perfumers. (Look out for our own How to
Improve Your Sense of Smell workshops, on
our EVENTS page.)
Sophie Labbé (creator of Bulgari Jasmin
Noir and Salvatore Ferragamo Signorina
Eleganza, among many others): ‘Open
your nose. Be aware of all the smells around
you. Start with the everyday smells you take
for granted and then move onto perfumes,
smelling as many as possible – starting with
the classic “milestone” fragrances.’ (Chanel
No.5, Guerlain Shalimar, etc.)
Alberto Morillas (Calvin Klein ckone,
Cartier La Panthère de Cartier, Bvlgari
Goldea and more): ‘Everyone has his own
olfactive memory, like a “library of scents”,
made of smells you associate with people,
places, travels, objects, food, moments of your
life… You can enrich this library by smelling
fragrances in store or trying them on skin and
living with them. Then try to write down words
on paper that capture what you are smelling.
Be spontaneous, say everything, feel free to
write everything which comes to mind. Repeat
and repeat and repeat...’
Anne Flipo (Paco Rabanne Lady Million,
Jimmy Choo Illicit, Coach): ‘Smell contrasting
scents. For instance, smell a really fresh, citrus
Cologne, followed by a spicy Oriental. The
contrast makes it easier to think, write or speak
about each one, to develop your olfactive
vocabulary.’
Honorine Blanc (Balmain Extatic,
Burberry Sport for Men, etc.): ‘Pay attention
to all of the smells around you. Blind-smell
your spices, in the kitchen, and try to figure out
which is which. Smell plants. Smell wine. Most
people go through life not thinking of smells,
but when you start to notice them, there are
just so many different and interesting things to
smell – beyond fragrances themselves.’
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VINAGRETTE

Unguent

We have anointed our bodies with unguents
– scented balms, the ancestors of today’s solid
perfumes – for centuries. When Tutankhamun’s
tomb was opened, among the luxurious contents
were several exquisitely crafted containers; one
particular jar contained an unguent, reportedly
still fragrant – smelling like coconut oil (how
fashionable!) and valerian. First analysed in 1926,
it consisted of animal fat and a resin or balsam –
though the primary component is now believed
to be valerian’s close cousin, the ancient and
precious spikenard.

From the 1800s, vinaigrettes – metal boxes with
pierced grilles – were used to hold sponges soaked in
scented vinaigres de toilette (aromatic vinegars). They
are prized by collectors, who include Amanda Carr from
the blog We Wear Perfume. ‘My husband surprised me
with a vintage silver vinaigrette one Christmas, which I
wear as a necklace – and suddenly a whole world of these
small treasures opened up. My favourites are those I can
string onto a piece of silk ribbon or a chain. I fill the glass
Victorian ones with a small piece of natural sponge soaked
in perfume, flip the top open and inhale whenever I need
to escape the real world. The double-ended glass version
has the most beautiful turquoise and silver inlaid cap, and
sits on my desk like a scented anchor to a time gone by.
The silver bottle-style ones are actually rubbish at holding
fragrance, most of them leak and I think the metal slightly
changes the juice – but this hasn’t stopped me setting up
an eBay search for antique ones...’

VETIVER

‘A sack of potatoes’. That’s what legendary ‘nose’
Jean Kerléo once told our Perfume Society co-founder
Jo Fairley to close her eyes and think of, when smelling
vetiver from a vial he proffered. And it’s so true: vetiver
is earthy, damp, woodsy and smoky all at the same time.
This grounding, dry smell comes from the roots of a
perennial grass – also known as khus-khus grass – and
grows in marshy places and riverbanks drenched by high
annual rainfall, countries like India, Brazil, Malaysia and
the West Indies (Haitian vetiver is probably the most
famous of its type).
Vetiver can also
be woven into
blinds and matting
– which are not
only wonderfully
fragrant as the
breeze wafts
through them or
they’re trodden
underfoot; vetiver
also has cooling
properties.

THE

V.I.P. CLUB

Since The Perfume Society launched in 2014,
we’ve welcomed thousands of perfume-lovers
into our unique ‘V.I.P. Club’, to enjoy the many
privileges that come with membership. (V.I.P.,
in this case, naturally stands for ‘Very Important
Perfumista’.) As well as receiving downloadable
editions of this magazine, you can also take
advantage of special prices on our Perfume
Society Discovery Boxes (along with many of the
perfume houses’ discovery sets that we offer in
our SHOP), get first dibs on invites to exciting
perfume events, as well as opportunities to win
priceless prizes (bottles signed by perfumers/
designers) and insider discounts.
perfumesociety.org/SHOP
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WATER-BASED PERFUME

Most perfumes use alcohol as a carrier, but Buly
1803’s Eau Triple fragrances, innovatively, are waterbased. Not only are they gentle enough to be applied
to the skin or hair, but (with the exception of Mexican
Tuberose), these won’t ever stain clothing. Subtle and
milky in texture to apply, there are currently 12 Eau
Triple scents, from the voluptuous Damask Rose to
exotic Al Kassir, via comforting English Honey and
mistily evocative Scottish Lichen.
buly1803.com

l At über-cool East London-based Experimental
Perfume Club, professionally trained perfumer
Emmanuelle Moeglin guides you through blending and
formulating with anywhere from 25 ingredients in the
apprentice classes, to 40 in the masterclasses (priced
from £95). experimentalperfumeclub.com

Workshops

There are now many different workshops where
non-perfumers can learn the art of fragrance creation.
School has never smelled so good.
l Self-taught perfumer Sarah McCartney – who runs
celebrated indie brand 4160 Tuesdays – offers several
different workshops at which you can blend your own, in
her West London studio (from £95). 4160tuesdays.com
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l Karen Gilbert, a revered teacher and ex-evaluator at
IFF, runs online perfumery courses for those strapped
for time – or intensive three-day courses where you’ll
learn the ins and outs of ingredients from essential oils
to isolates, formulating and blending two fragrances by
the end of the sessions (from £999). karengilbert.co.uk
l Acclaimed natural perfumer Marina Barcenilla’s
courses range from two days to a week (starting at
£425), teaching everything from accords to legislation;
her week-long course even covers creating a matching
body oil or cream. mbparfums.com

XYZ
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XL BOTTLES

Big is beautiful, we always think, when it comes to
fragrance bottles. Whereas it was often possible to find
many classic Colognes in larger form, now we also see
high-end houses offering ever-more-generously sized
fragrances. Cadentía create litre-sized Cologne bottles for
liberally splashing over your neck, décolletage and wrists;
similarly the classic 4711 comes in a 400ml option. Chanel,
Creed, Dior and AERIN now all offer 200ml options, too –
and they look pretty darned good on a dressing table. (Out
of direct sunlight, of course.)

(Madame) Zed
In Kathleen Tessaro’s novel The Perfume
Collector, ‘Madame Zed’ is a mysterious Russian
perfumer with shady origins, creating the
notoriously sensuous Mon Peché (My Sin) for
Lanvin and then, simply, vanishing. While it may
sound like the whimsicality of a romantic author’s
imagination, Madame Zed/Zede actually existed.
As Lanvin’s website explains: ‘Some people
thought the name was perhaps an acronym or
even a moniker given as an alias to encompass
the fragrance creations made by an unknown
perfumer or group of various perfumers.’ But
Octavian Coifan, from the blog 1000fragrances,
discovered an official Lanvin order for materials,
from 1923. Addressed to a supplier, it’s signed by
a certain… Maria Zède. So: she existed, but more
than that…? Perhaps forever a fragrant mystery.

YOUTH DEW

Launched in 1953, this iconic Oriental creation
completely changed how women shop for and wear
fragrance. As Estée Lauder herself once told our Editor Jo
Fairley (over tea at New York’s Plaza Hotel), ‘Back then,
a woman waited for her husband to give her perfume
on her birthday or anniversary. No woman purchased
fragrance for herself. So I
decided I wouldn’t call my
new launch “perfume”. I’d
call it “Youth Dew”’. Because
it was sold as a bath oil – not
perfume – women felt free to
enjoy and wear it every day,
using it by the bottle.’ Thus
turning Youth Dew into a
massive global success.
The
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first whiffs

latest launches
Summer’s breezing into
this line-up of new
releases via airy florals
and sheer woods – but
incense is also
smouldering its way
through our round-up of
scented newness

A limited edition box showcasing an
amazing 12 fragrances – not to
mention a full size Escentric Molecule
03 Shower Gel, worth £20 alone – The
New Man is our most bumper box for
guys yet – a great gift for any man,
and launched just in time for Father’s
Day. Find it at perfumesociety.org/
SHOP, price £19 (£15 to VIPs). It
includes, among other fragrances...

● GOUTAL PARIS 		
BOIS D'HADRIEN
● JACK PICCADILLY '69
● NEJMA KEOPTYS
● MONT BLANC 		
LEGEND NIGHT
● DUNHILL ICON RACING
● CREED VIKING

✶
new

THE FRAGRANCE FAMILIES
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As scentophiles know, fragrances fall into different ‘families’. So we’ve used the same classification system for launches
as on our perfumesociety.org website. Just look for the coloured strip above the name of the perfume, which is your
visual clue to the families. These are listed below. Most of us are drawn to a specific family/families: once you know
which you fall into, that colour can act as a cue – and help you take a short-cut to the ones you may want to try first.

AL

GO

U

RM

AN

D

FOUGERE

AEDES DE VENUSTUS

Musc Encensé

Somewhere along the way, musk
went from an animalic ingredient to
something laundry-clean. For their
ninth scent, New York fragrance
name Aedes de Venustus recoups
musk’s original sensuality, with Ralf
Schwieger creating his own rendition
of the prized (and now outlawed)
Tonkin musk. This smouldering
tribute has a river of amber running
through it, alongside AdV’s signature
incense, and a lick of tonka. For us,
it’s just as sexy as musk oughtta be…
£210 for 100ml eau de parfum
liberty.co.uk

BJÖRK & BERRIES

ATELIER COLOGNE

BERDOUES

Known as ‘blue gold’, iris is now
perfumery’s priciest ingredient – at the
launch of Iris Rebelle, Atelier Cologne
co-founder Sylvie Ganter told us the
oil now sells for $120,000 a kilo. Iris can
go very ‘girly’ – but here, in a stunning
creation inspired by backstage at the
ballet, its suede-like and almost earthy
qualities are pronounced, dancing
alongside black pepper, orange flower,
bergamot, lavender and rose, with
patchouli, guaiac and white musk
taking the curtain call.
From £65 for 30ml Cologne absolu
ateliercologne.com

Inspired by the blossom-covered
mountain where the Chinese goddess
of flowers – He Xiangu – lived, Peng
Lai is nothing if not delicate. Swirls of
osmanthus, oh-so clean and fresh yet
with fruity tinges of apricot and peach,
are laid atop smooth, caramel-like
benzoin. Brazilian tonka bean adds an
aromatic, addictive sweetness to the
base. Created by perfumer Sebastien
Martin, this addition to Berdoues’
Grand Cru line-up is also adorned with
the daintiest of decorations.
£70 for 100ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

Iris Rebelle

BOUCHERON

Peng Lái

CADENTIA

Moonflower

Santal de Kandy

Rose Eau de Cologne

Swedish artist Anna Lewenhaupt (who
studied at Central Saint Martins) has
designed stunning hand-painted
boxes for this limited edition from
Swedish eco-skincare and fragrance
brand Björk & Berries – inspired by
rare orchids found in northern
Sweden, which bloom in cold and
crisp moonlight, attracting thousands
of butterflies. Fig leaves, candied
fruits, rose, carnation, amber, vetiver,
patchouli, cedarwood and musk
further ramp up the enchantment.
120 euros for 50ml eau de parfum
bjorkandberries.com

Evoking memories of intrepid gemhunters who forged the enduring
legacy of Boucheron, La Collection
taps into the wealth of people, places,
sights and scents they would have
encountered. The latest offering
conjures luxurious exoticism by way of
the Sri Lankan city of Kandy, which has
long fascinated the precious stoneseekers with its riches. Cardamom and
pepper tickle the senses as a luscious
white floral heart unfurls with jasmine
and violet to a woody, lingering base.
£175 for 100ml eau de toilette
harrods.com

New to South London scent mecca
Roullier White is Cadentia, a French
name that’s been specialising in
Colognes for over 70 years, served up
in splash-it-all-over sizes that make
overdosing almost compulsory. Scents
inside the beautifully-packaged
Prestige Collection decanters range
from classically-constructed eaux –
super-fresh and citrusy – through to
those with a floral focus, including the
the too-too-too pretty Rose Cologne
(seen above).
£54 for 200ml eau de Cologne
roullierwhite.com
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CARTIER

La Panthère Eau de Toilette

Prowling its way out of one of the
most striking bottles of the past 10
years is an airier version of the
much-loved La Panthère by Cartier’s
resident genius perfumer Mathilde
Laurent. As if the faceted bottle –
carved on the inside into a panther’s
face – wasn’t sparkling enough, the
soft pink juice is infused with sunlight
via fresh gardenia petals. Absolute
purr-fection. (And we love that it’s
also available in a 25ml, travelfriendly, handbag-perfect size.)
From £51 for 25ml eau de toilette
debenhams.com

CREED

CARTIER LES HEURES DE
PARFUM

CLEAN RESERVE

Described as ‘a collection of olfactory
moments capturing pure emotion’, we
feel sure this one must be pure joy.
Focusing on the seemingly alchemical
connection between perfume and our
senses, just for a moment imagine
waking at dawn, a bubble of
excitement as soft light slowly diffuses
radiance to the sky. Droplets of lychee
juice speckle rose and peony, bundles
of blossoms gathered barefoot in the
garden, smiling and ready for the
sun-filled day ahead.
£244 for 75ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

One of six additions to cult fragrance
house CLEAN Reserve’s line-up, under
the botanical banner of their ‘Avant
Garden’ collection, this shares the
transparency which is CR’s easy-towear, genderless signature. Opening
with cardamom oil, freesia, muguet,
heliotrope and jasmine, it’s the
clearwood and patchouli which deliver
the woodsiness, alongside musk,
Ambrox and just a dusting of sweet
praline. This invites you to come closer
– and you’ll be glad you did.
£129 for 100ml eau de parfum
spacenk.com

L’Heure Diaphane

DIOR

Muguet & Skin

DKNY

Love In White Summer

J’adore Body Mist

Summer

It’s difficult to improve on a classic, but
Creed have succeeded here by
weaving luminous, dewy rose petals
and iris so airy – as though just-applied
with a swansdown puff, motes of
powder still dancing and twinkling in
sunbeams – to create a sun-kissed,
shade-dappled twist on Love In White
that will breeze you through summer.
A limited edition – and surely a
must-have for any bride considering
what to pair with her romantic yet
contemporarily chic gown.
£180 for 75ml eau de toilette
creedfragrances.co.uk

Here’s a new way for those who adore
J’adore to veil themselves in this
contemporary, sunlit floral classic. A
fragrant cloud of ethereal notes, it
weaves together the signature
combination of rose and ylang ylang,
alongside a new, intensified jasmine
extract. Enriched with skin-friendly
cotton extract, we’ve found that if you
spritz it pretty much all over (and
generously as you like), little puffs of
scent are time-released throughout
the day. Hugely enjoyable.
£37 for 100ml body mist spray
dior.com

DKNY collectors, have you made a
bee-line yet to add this summer
limited edition to your line-up? If not
then jog, don’t walk, to add this to
your stash. Emblazoned with graphic
botanicals on the outer box, the
familiar towering bottle itself captures
all the sunlit radiance of orange flower
water absolute, solar musk and just a
whisper of soft vanilla. (There’s a
masculine counterpart, too – the
perfect his ‘n’ hers pairing for hot days
and even sultrier nights.)
£48 for 100ml eau de toilette
superdrug.com
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Velvet Incenso

ÉDITIONS DE PARFUM
FRÉDÉRIC MALLE

Girl of Now Shine

Incense is a trend drifting strongly
through fragrance right now – and
here, designers Dolce & Gabbana
invite you to ‘transport your body to
an exotic Sicilian palace, overcome
with the aromas of burning incense.’
Incredibly shareable (we’ve featured it
as a women’s choice because we’ve
been wearing it a LOT), placed within
D&G’s luxurious Velvet collection, it
also features the warmth of black
pepper and the sweetness of amber,
divinely tethered by patchouli.
£200 for 50ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Strictly, the closest translation of this
fragrance’s name is ‘little brat’ – and
talented rising star perfumer Fanny Bal
(apprentice to the great Dominique
Ropion, and described by M. Malle as
‘a force of nature’) has clearly had
great fun with this. Ostensibly a
‘children’s perfume’, it’s far too good
for tiddlers – a highly wearable
indulgence blending violet, strawberry,
petitgrain, neroli, bergamot, rosemary,
a pop of bubblegum and a moreish
dusting of old-fashioned sweets.
£155 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Harrods

The dynamic duo behind the original
Shine, Sophie Labbé and Dominique
Ropion, have teamed up again for this
addictive follow-up, showcasing a new
ingredient said to ‘capture the essence
of Elie Saab’ – the ‘Ormond flower’. It
pairs orange blossom with the
sweetness of almond, with addictive
results, and is woven into a featherlight
tapestry with voluptuous jasmine and
ylang ylang, sparkling pineapple and
toasted pistachio, beneath a soft veil
of patchouli, vanilla and iris.
From £38 for 30ml eau de parfum
boots.com (from mid-June)

EX NIHILO

FLORIS

DOLCE & GABBANA

ETRO

Udaipur

From the ultimate boho chic fashion
brand (who’ve been swirling paisleys,
chiffons and clashing prints since long
before that phrase was coined), this
exotic creation bears the name of
Udaipur, the ‘white city’ with its bird’s
eye view of stunning Lake Pichola. As
full of contrast as we’d expect of Etro,
it guides the wearer on a magic carpet
ride via notes of bergamot, magnolia,
pink pepper, jasmine sambac,
gardenia, lotus flower, cashmere wood,
musk and patchouli.
£118 for 100ml eau de parfum
liberty.co.uk

Sale Gosse

Viper Green

In this gorgeous green ‘juice’, the
scent geniuses at Ex Nihilo deliver
up suitably green bites of galbanum,
soothed with a dose of jasmine and
iris. Green mandarin also gives a
citrus sparkle, all sharp and juicy, at
first spritz, while crisp angelica adds
to the vegetal aspect. The base of
patchouli and vetiver doesn’t
overtake until the fresh, green
sillage has had its time on your skin.
This is one snake we’re not afraid to
get down with.
£150 for 50ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

ELIE SAAB

1927

The latest addition to their Fragrance
Journals – each evoking a particularly
remarkable year – 1927 kicks off with a
swing as aldehydes burst like
champagne bubbles into bergamot,
and we can almost hear the giggles as
cocktails are carried to the drawing
room. Bright Young Things in barelythere bias-cut silks swing their pearls,
violet, ylang ylang, narcissus and
mimosa sashay their way to dance on
the tables – and an oakmoss-like base
adds to sophisticated high-jinks.
£140 for 100ml eau de parfum
florislondon.com
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GUERLAIN

GUERLAIN

HERMÈS

Aqua Allegoria Passiflora

Météorites Le Parfum

Agar Ébène

A new addition to the ‘holiday-in-abottle’ collection of Aqua Allegoria
fragrances, in their exquisite gilded
bottles, Passiflora is a light, seaside-y
breeze of a scent. Shimmering notes
of lemon, grapefruit and mandarin are
touched by a soft, salt-tinged wind,
while crystalline waters of a lagoon
glisten below trees of ripening passion
fruits. Ylang ylang gives a rich
exoticism to the composition, ensuring
this is a Guerlain vacation you’ll never
want to forget.
£52 for 75ml eau de toilette
harrods.com

Guerlain’s Météorites powder pearls
are incredibly widely-loved, their
pastel-perfect compacts collected by
devotees. Just as alluring as their
sugared almond shades, though, is the
signature aroma – worked up here by
Thierry Wasser into the most Guerlainish of Guerlain fragrances we’ve ever
smelled, opening with a crunch of
green apple, blossoming into a
sublime bouquet of rose and violet –
that true ‘Mummy’s lipstick’ combo –
further softened by white musks.
£52 for 100ml eau de toilette
johnlewis.com

The carnal warmth of agarwood
(oudh), soothed by the light, balmy
scent of fir balsam, results in a blanket
of enveloping woody comfort. There’s
almost a tinge of fruitiness at first
encounter, but with facets of agar
already peeping through. A rounded
smoothness evolves, resulting in a kind
of a velvety cloak, this melding of resin
and wood taking place in such a
graceful, effortless way. (Though we’d
expect nothing less of perfumer
Christine Nagel, of course.)
£180 for 100ml eau de toilette
hermes.com

HERMÈS

Cèdre Sambac

It has been said that cedar trees ‘know
history better than history itself’. This
is certainly an accomplished ode to a
majestic tree and a magical ingredient.
An engulfing scent, the first spray
offers a harsh punch of cedar, sharp
and woody, but is swiftly softened as
powerful jasmine blossoms coil around
those hard cedar branches. Again, the
entanglement of these two ingredients
feels so natural in Nagel’s hands, with
the cedar and jasmine seamlessly
becoming one.
£180 for 100ml eau de toilette
hermes.com
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HOLLISTER

Festival Vibes for Her

Here’s a way to wear all the fun of a
festival in fragrant form, to soak up
the atmosphere and excitement –
while avoiding the usual unreliable
weather. We smell sun lotion, floral
crowns, fruit punch and a touch of
soft musk. ‘I was inspired by the
world of the Hollister girl… having
fun, hanging out with friends,
playing music and really enjoying
the moment,’ says perfumer Steven
Demercardo – and oh, we want to
be her too, for summer 2018!
£22 for 30ml eau de parfum
superdrug.com

ISSEY MIYAKE

Summer Eau de Toilette

Summer hasn’t really arrived, for us,
until Issey Miyake’s seasonal limited
edition lands on our desks. L’Eau
d’Issey is given a floral-fruity twist via
lychee, passion fruit, guava and vanilla,
while the bottle’s all dressed up via a
collaboration with French graphic
artist Tyrsa and ‘vegetal stylist’ Alice
Auboiron. (Not sure what that means?
Check out her stunning website,
aliceauboiron.com.) It’s eye-catching,
attention-grabbing – and we bet that
collectible flacon is gonna fly.
£44 for 100ml eau de toilette
escentual.com

JO MALONE LONDON

JUICY COUTURE

JUICY COUTURE

Tropical Cherimoya Cologne

Glistening Amber

Viva La Juicy Soirée

Never tasted a cherimoya? The
Brazilian fruit is an intoxicating
combination of mouthwatering
tropical flavours like coconut, bananas
and strawberries. It sambas right into
this summery Cologne, where it’s
accented by juicy pear and sunny
passion flower, basking ultimately in
the warmth of creamy tonka and
Brazilian copaiba resin. And never has
a Jo Malone London scent looked
quite so eye-catching as in this
flamboyant limited edition bottle.
From £47 for 30ml Cologne
jomalonelondon.com

From Juicy Couture’s daring and more
exclusive collection – but retaining the
incredible wearability that always
impresses us, with their fragrances –
this is pure showstopping glamour,
bottled in (suitably glistening) red
gold. Exotic warmth drifts from the
luminous frangipani note, accented
by black raspberry. But it’s the glowing
incense, rich vanilla and smoochy
amberiness which up the dazzle factor.
Definitely one for when the lights are
dimmed and the music’s full volume.
£99 for 100ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

Soirée is an invitation to a masked
ball, beckoning us to throw on our
best feathers, rhinestones and bikini
(and whatever you do, don’t forget the
glitter). The bottle sets the scene, its
pink chiffon, splashes of paint and
gold emblems perfectly evoking
feminine gloss and tanned sunsets.
Imagine sparkling mandarin, two types
of jasmine, waterlily and sultry amber
tones, confidently and
unapologetically swirling in this
exuberant summer night’s scent.
From £39 for 30ml eau de parfum
theperfumeshop.com

JULIETTE HAS A GUN

KATE SPADE NEW YORK

Moscow Mule

Moscow Mule, the latest scent from
maverick Romano Ricci, feels as
refreshing as the cocktail-with-akick that it’s inspired by. Zesty, juicy
limes are shaken with invigorating,
bright ginger, then topped with
sparkling bergamot and apple.
After the bubbles cool off, you’re
left with an incredibly moreish trail
of airy, ambery notes. A pleasingly
juicy blend that’ll have you going
back for more, this scent slips down
like a treat.
From £85 for 50ml eau de parfum
harveynichols.com

LANCÔME

In Full Bloom

Les Eaux Grands Crus
Oranges Bigardes

Big news: this is Kate Spade’s first
fragrance in a l-o-o-o-n-g time – but
fans’ patience will be rewarded, with a
fragrance whose rose-capped bottle
perfectly echoes the feminine scent
inside. Italian lemon, green tea and
lush green notes seduce from first
spritz, beckoning towards a dewy
heart of Rosa centifolia, rose petals,
peony and lotus. Tying the whole
bouquet together though, are blonde
woods, cedarwood – and a deliciously
fuzzy, creamy peach-skin note.
From £39 for 30ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com (from 14th June)

We can’t decide which we like best:
the beautiful bottles or the trio of
juices under the banner of Maison
Lancôme’s Eaux Grand Crus. Santal
Kardamom, Iris Dragées and Orange
Bigarades are resplendent in bottles
adorned with cut-out patterns that
play with light, showcasing fragrances
by Christophe Raynaud, Nathalie
Lorson and Amandine Marie. For us,
Oranges Bigarades just has it – a citrus
floral which refreshingly marries bitter
orange essence with Ceylon tea.
£155 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Selfridges
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Le Jour Se Lêve

LOUIS VUITTON

Tiger’s Nest

MEMO

MICHAEL KORS

‘The days wakes up.’ How evocative is
that, for a fragrance concept? In the
practiced hands of resident Vuitton
perfumer Jacques Cavallier Belletrud,
it translates as an exquisite ode to the
mandarin at dawn’s first light. Its zestily
sun-drenched qualities are accented
by a scramble of sambac jasmine and
the tart freshness of a blackcurrant
accord. Imagine throwing your
windows open first thing, breathing
deeply of the freshest of air – and
you’re there.
£185 for 100ml eau de parfum
uk.louisvuitton.com

MEMO’s description of ‘fire and flame,
in the forests of the night’ perfectly
sets the scene for this mysterious swirl
of exotic ingredients from far-flung
shores, including incense absolute,
absinthe, amber, papyrus, tolu balsam
and osmanthus, together with
so-on-trend saffron. Ylang ylang,
vanilla and rose also feature in a
fragrance that’s one-part rich velvet
and one-part ethereal mist – and with
a gilded tiger staring out from its
bottle, this growls, rather than purrs.
£205 for 75ml eau de parfum
cultbeauty.com

Capturing the fleeting beauty of spring
blossoms – but with a ‘between-thesheets sensuality’ – is Michael Kors’s
new woody-musk. It’s one for those
who like chiffon, silk and other
gorgeously floaty, diaphanous fabrics,
we’re thinking. Sheer by name and
transparent by nature, it offers up
buffed white cedarwood, balanced by
delicate lily, with whispers of tarragon
for the slightest aromatic twist. Said to
be limited edition – but we’ve a hunch
this could become a keeper.
From £49 for 30ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

MILLER HARRIS

MORESQUE

Sheer

MOSCHINO

Lost

Midnight London

Cheap & Chic So Real

Inspired by urban foraging, Miller
Harris’s latest trio converts city
greens into scents of dreams. Lost
(In The City) is a celebration of that
sharp pink ingredient, rhubarb,
splashing fruity blackcurrants across
a bed of wild rhubarb, rose and
geranium. Earl Grey tea, crisp amber
and musk settle in – but not before
you’ve had your fill of bright fruits.
It’s tart, fizzy and moreish – do
prepare to have your inner child
brought out by this one.
£95 for 50ml eau de parfum
millerharris.com

Paying homage to cosmopolitan
European cities, Moresque now focus
on London by night, encapsulating our
enthusiasm for culture, fashion,
sophistication and (lest we forget) fun!
Rhubarb, ginger and bergamot add
fizz to magnolia’s luminescent sheen,
while a combo of incense and styrax
add an aura of fog suddenly clearing
to reveal a full moon. Suede swaggers
into the cashmeran-draped base – and
each bottle’s uniquely decorated, for
luxurious individuality.
£310 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Olive Oyl’s been travelling the world,
collecting awards for Moschino, but is
now ready to make her 2018
appearance in an exclusive dress
designed by artistic director, Jeremy
Scott. The fragrance inside is as
cheeky as her outfit: bitter orange
cooled with a raspberry kiss, mandarin
and blackcurrant sorbet, pink peony,
jasmine petals and magnolia blossoms
irresistibly tumbling to a soft woody
base. Adorably bonkers, the bottle’s
being snapped up by collectors.
£29.50 for 30ml eau de toilette
theperfumeshop.com
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MUGLER

NARCISO RODRIGUEZ

NASOMATTO

Sumptuously vibrant, the curved,
opaquely scarlet interior juxtaposed
with the solid, inkwell-like square
bottle is incredibly pleasing to behold
(and hold!) Inspired by architectural
lines, by passionate strength mixed
with just a touch of vulnerability, the
designer has once again outdone
himself. Bulgarian rose and iris vibrate
atop opalescent Egyptian musk, a sigh
of vetiver shivering against rich,
smooth tonka and dry black cedar
finishing the nuzzle-me-now base.
£62 for 50ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

The polar opposite of blowsy floral
bouquets, Nudiflorum is understated
and intimate, inviting you into its orbit
to enjoy its soft, pulsing jasmine
dreaminess. Somewhat opaquely,
Italian niche fragrance name
Nasomatto describe it as ‘the result of
a quest to find a vanishing point in
nature, the translucence of our senses,
nude desire.’ A visit to the Liberty
perfumery, where this beautiful
skin-scent can be tried on your own
skin, might prove more enlightening.
£118 for 30ml eau de parfum
liberty.co.uk

OLFACTIVE STUDIO

OSCAR DE LA RENTA

PERFUMER H

Chilled air with sudden blasts of
warmth, sound and scents as you pass
by cafés, Laundromats, bars… Cold,
mineralic concrete contrasts with
unexpected hits of violet and jasmine
tinged with leather, smoked birch and
woody papyrus. Jérôme Épinette (who
lives and works in NYC) captures fire
under ice, a contrast of emotions that
swirl continuously in Manhattan,
inspired by photographer Vivienne
Gucwa’s cinematic shot (a print is of
which is included in the box).
£124 for 100ml eau de parfum
bloomperfume.co.uk

A flurry of white blossoms entirely
smothers the stunning, show-me-off
opaque bottle for Bella Blanca, hinting
at the blooms within. Sprinkled with
sparkling pear juice, a gentle breeze
carries petals of jasmine, roses and lily
of the valley with green violet leaves,
creamy sandalwood and gossamer
soft cashmere musk in a swirl of
joyousness. Just perfect for summer
weddings – or any special occasion
that requires chicness done with
absolute joie de vivre.
£81 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Fenwick

Angel Fruity Fair

Super-talented Louise Turner was let
loose in the fairground to reimagine
the iconic Angel as a limited edition
‘carousel of delights’. It’s a whirlwind
of candied apple, red fruits,
blackcurrant, lychee and Pomarose®,
with a ‘rose thorn’ accord at its
luminous heart. Angel’s familiar,
coccooning gourmand softness is
maintained, via airily whipped cream,
highlighted by vanilla – and if you’re
an Angel fan, stockpile it now to save
tantrums later.
£48 for 50ml eau de toilette
escentual.com

Flash Back in New York

Narciso Rouge

Bella Blanca

NudiFlorum

Lemon Tree

Lyn Harris is having just the bestest
fun at her new hangout on
Marylebone’s Crawford Street – and
we can’t encourage you too strongly
to make a perfumed pilgrimage to
check out these new seasonal
offerings. This is an ice queen of a
scent, zesty with Sicilian lemon rind
and bergamot, wrapped in jasmine
and neroli flowers, finally resting on
soft musks and a touch of Bourbon
vanilla. Like a long, cool drink for
even the weariest sense of smell.
From £190 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Perfumer H
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TORY BURCH

Just Like Heaven

A whisper-soft halo of a scent, Just
Like Heaven combines sparkling
citruses and beautiful blossoms. Tart
rhubarb is paired with mandarin for
a fizzily fruity beginning. Petitgrain
and hyacinth swirl together in a
green floral haze, heliotrope gives it
a burst of air, and ylang ylang adds
hints of exoticism – all on a bed of
the alluring spicy-sweet warmth of
tonka bean. It’s what a cloud from
heaven might indeed smell like, we
rather think.
£73 for 50ml extrait de parfum
harrods.com

VALENTINO

Donna Rosa Verde

Just the freshest of green, petalpowered delights – and just the
prettiest of packages, too, with its
pale minty hue. Donna Rosa Verde’s
juice was tinted to match the colour
of dew on a morning rose, with
roses rambling airily all over the
scent itself. Perfumer Sonia
Constant conjures up cool mornings
in a secret garden, dappled with
warm sunlight, via deft touches of
maté tea, bergamot, magnolia and
a hint of spicy ginger. Bellissima!
£97 for 100ml eau de toilette
harveynichols.com

VAN CLEEF & ARPELS

Neroli Amara

Here, perfumer Quentin Bisch focuses
on the bitter orange – sometimes
called ‘the perfumers’ tree’, for the
huge range of fragrant materials it so
generously provides. Orange blossom
absolute is woven with a trio of citrus
fruits, with lemon from Italy, tangerine
and bergamot (this last an integral
aspect of the fragrance, in an extract
exclusive to Givaudan). In the style of
a turbo-charged Cologne, we love the
way pink berries add extra zing, before
giving in to exuberant voluptuousness.
£130 for 75ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

YARDLEY

YARDLEY LONDON

Rosy Ruby

Yours and Only Yours, Me

Deeply elegant and sensual, Yardley’s
latest Chypre scent – one of five new
launches – offers up the sophistication
for which we love that fragrance family.
The overture bouquet of airy florals –
jasmine, rose and ylang ylang – sits
atop something much darker, with the
base combining the plush greens of
galbanum with the robust depths of
patchouli and moss, for an earthy
richness. Bold yet delicate – rather like
the jade gemstone which was the
spark for this creation.
£25 for 50ml eau de toilette
boots.com

These brand new, jewel-inspired
fragrances also bring us Tigerlily Taylor
as Yardley London’s new ‘face’. Some
of the world’s top perfumers have
composed the fragrances themselves
– each utterly wearable, highly
contemporary (and incredible value).
Here, Domitille Bertier evokes rubies
with fruity facets of juicy mandarin,
pear, peach and cassis; the heart of
pink pepper, peony, rose and orange
flower water tenderly balanced by
cedarwood, sandalwood and vanilla.
£25 for 50ml eau de toilette
boots.com

Beauty brand founder Melanie
Huscroft explains her mission is to
make people feel beautiful,
transcribing her own love story into
three pretty scents. Joyfully gathering
armfuls of blossoms and weaving in
rich woods, Yours and Only Yours is an
unrestrained giggle of happiness,
ylang ylang shot through with vibrant
tagetes and juicy blackcurrant,
sandalwood grounded with vetiver.
For a friend, a lover, or simply yourself
– what a lovely sentiment to wear.
£48 for 50ml eau de toilette
youniqueproducts.com

Flora Jade
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the men’s room

ACQUA DI PARMA

ATKINSONS

BURBERRY

Blu Mediterraneo Chinotto
di Luguria

Mint & Tonic

Mr Burberry Indigo

Each Blu Mediterraneo introduction
celebrates a citrus fruit – this time the
lesser-known chinotto, from Liguria.
Never before used in fragrance, it is
not your average ephemeral citrus
fruit; chinotto has bittersweet qualities
– paired, here, with mandarin for
sparkle. At its heart lies a fresh
geranium, spicy cardamom and
aromatic rosemary. Rounded off with
musk and patchouli, it ultimately wraps
skin in a spicy warmth and a subtle,
underlying, creaminess.
£66 for 75ml eau de toilette
johnlewis.com

For this spiffingly fresh of new editions,
Atkinsons have ‘…joyously plundered
the tranquillity of the English potager
garden to exalt the herbaceous
godsend that is mint’. Grapefruit gets
your juices flowing, with just-crushed
mint and lime a gentle reminder of
many mojitos past, perhaps. Ginger
gets frisky with geranium, mandarin
tickles musk and the base is grounded
by a nerve-steadying duo of vetiver
and cedarwood. To be liberally applied
whenever spirits are flagging.
£130 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Atkinsons Burlington Arcade

Sunny days and laid-back living call
for a scent that’s as easy to wear as
your most-loved pair of jeans. Mr.
Burberry Indigo ticks that box with an
energetic contrast of citrus and
woods, seeking to conjure up the
English coastline. Violet leaf,
rosemary, lemon and spearmint gust
through the invigorating opening,
revealing amber and oakmoss that
soften on the skin – rather as a pair of
just-washed denims do, after an hour
or two of wear.
From £43 for 30ml eau de toilette
uk.burberry.com

CHANEL

GUERLAIN

HERMÈS

Bleu De Chanel

L’Homme Idéal Intense

Cardamusc

We see more and more eaux de
parfum targeted at men (rather than
aftershave or EDT strength). But
Chanel here introduce an even
stronger parfum. Crafted by resident
perfumer Olivier Polge (whose father
Jacques composed the original), it
rebalances the wood and citrus notes,
upping the sandalwood that follows
the citrus, lavender and geranium top
notes, and the powerful cedarwood
heart. Intensely wonderful – and
wonderfully intense.
From £76 for 50ml parfum
chanel.com

This combined effort from Thierry
Wasser and fellow Guerlain perfumer
Delphine Jelk sets out to create ‘an
intense and unmistakably sexy sillage’.
The ‘superpower’ ingredient in this
woody-spicy Oriental introduction?
Fiery chilli, with all its famous
machismo, firing up a blend of smoky
patchouli and leather that jostles for
bottle space with an almond facet. Oh,
and that bottle’s been streamlined,
meanwhile – cloaked in black lacquer
with a flash of yellow. Hot stuff.
From £59 for 50ml
selfridges.com

Like being thrown into a dream…
Hands delving into bags of cardamom,
the life of the Indian spice market
bustling around you. You lose touch,
can’t hear the loud chatter, the car
honks, the abrasive sounds – because
you can smell only the sweet
cardamom, at once bracing and
cooling, now softened by soothing
musks, giving a warmth that echoes of
the comfort and sweetness of hot milk.
Altogether an unforgettable adventure
in warm spices.
£275 for 20ml essence de parfum
hermes.com
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HERMÈS

Eau de Citron Noir

The kind of delicious citrus we
could bathe in, Eau de Citron Noir
is not like other Hesperidic
fragrances you know. The
mysterious black lime is the centre
point of this addictive blend, and
with inspiration taken from the
infinite richness of the citrus family,
this freeze-frames the whole of the
fruit, from pips to zest to flesh.
Moreish and juicy and all things
delicious; welcome to the dark side
of citrus.
£48 for 50ml of eau de Cologne
hermes.com

JIMMY CHOO MAN

HOLLISTER

Festival Vibes for Him

ISSEY MIYAKE

Nuit d’Issey Noir Argent

Humming a song of all things
summer, Festival Vibes does what it
says on the tin. Fresh pineapple,
birch leaves and marine air are
combined for a cool, crisp top, while
ginger root and a herbal woody
accord at the heart transform it from
chilled and airy, to green and
herbaceous. Finally, the trio of
oakmoss, tonka bean and rich
ambergris ensures this is one
fragrance we’ll definitely be whisking
away for the weekend.
£22 for 30ml eau de toilette
superdrug.com

A primal thrum reverberates from top
to bottom as contrasting notes are
juxtaposed – fresh-squeezed
grapefruit zinging with cool spices, hot
pepper and a tingle of nutmeg.
Smooth olibanum sinks into the
sharpness of saffron-sprinkled leather,
patchouli trickles onto warm woods
enriched with labdanum and the trail is
mysteriously hard to pin down but
omnipresent, yet never overpowering.
Your new go-to for something-abouthim chic without trying too hard.
£72 for 100ml eau de toilette
feelunique.com

Blue

Extreme Spreed

MICHAEL KORS

MILLER HARRIS

The Jimmy Choo man, so we’re told,
‘doesn’t hesitate to pair his cool white
sneakers with a suit as he skates to
work.’ (OK, we’ll have a think about the
skating – but the rest sounds good to
us.) Nathalie Lorson interprets him
with ‘the velvety texture of sage
leaves, the grained and raw texture of
leather and the smooth texture of
sandalwood to create a masculine and
modern addiction.’ We’ve leaned right
in for a deeper sniff, because it’s
assuredly sexy.
£32 for 30ml eau de toilette
debenhams.com

We’ve learnt never to expect the
ordinary from Michael Kors, always
equal parts captivating and pleasing
– and Extreme Speed is no exception.
Incredibly intriguing, interesting and
above all wearable, the latest from the
talented Mr. Kors offers up a plethora
of tantalising notes. Coriander,
cardamom, cinnamon and sage are
layered over a trio of cedarwoods, with
patchouli and tolu balm lending a
deep, resinous warmth. Woody, spicy
and snuggly.
£45 for 40ml eau de toilette
boots.com

A ‘bee’s eye view’ was perfumer
Bertrand Duchaufour’s inspiration –
part of a trio of new scents exploring
the unexpected delights of urban
foraging for ingredients we often
overlook. Green clary sage and violet
leaf are sharpened with zesty lime,
while honey and pollen from the
honeysuckle bush speckle a bed of
syringa, privet flower and Turkish
roses. All gusted through with a salty
breeze, a reminder of seaside holidays
and coastal hikes, it’s bottled cool.
£140 for 100ml eau de parfum
millerharris.com
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Hidden

MILLER HARRIS

PAUL SMITH

PERFUMER H

Turning a garden weed – surely
nobody’s favourite plant – into
something glorious, Miller Harris’s ode
to the nettle is a wash of green. Sappy
and vegetal, notes of galbanum, fig,
nettle and tuberose create a harmony,
with spikes of grapefruit, mandarin and
blackcurrant adding tingly fruitiness.
Ultimately, the base slinks back into
the earth it came from, violet leaf,
patchouli fraction and cashmere wood
all playing happily together under the
cool concrete.
£95 for 50ml eau de parfum
millerharris.com

Inspired by Paul Smith’s celebrated
use of colour, revered perfumers
Dominique Ropion and his rapidly
rising star apprentice Fanny Bal have
created a scent equally as bold and
bright as the designer’s renowned
stripes. Aromatic lavender is sprinkled
over apple, coriander and yellow
mandarin, with strong base notes of
vetiver and patchouli given a sensual
touch with cistus absolute. And the
bottle? Smartly dressed in Mr. Smith’s
iconic stripes, of course.
£35 for 50ml eau de toilette
boots.com

All Lyn Harris’s masterful Perfumer H
creations are gender-neutral – but if
we had to single out one from
Summer 2018’s collection that leans
towards masculinity, it’s this stunner.
Extraordinarily ‘damp’ – forest floor
damp, post-rainshower damp – its
wet, woody base of cedar and juniper
nestles beneath galbanum, elemi,
pepper and myrrh. Makes us want to
lace up our hiking boots, get out in
nature. (And spring for the handblown £350 flacon above, too.)
From £140 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Perfumer H

Wander

PRADA

Hello You!

Rain Wood

Luna Rossa Black

Scent of Gold

TRUSSARDI

VAN CLEEF & ARPELS

The success story of Prada Luna Rossa
continues apace. It seems it’s all about
black bottles, right now – eternally
chic, of course, here showcasing a
scent that starts out soft, then reveals
its steely core, with bergamot and
angelica fading to a patchoulicoumarin heart, ultimately settling
down to a pretty mesmerising
woody-amber base intended to leave
‘a distinct, moody impression.’ We’d
be happy to find ourselves within its
force-field pretty much anytime.
From £55 for 50ml eau de parfum
theperfumeshop.com

Trussardi’s newbie is a shareable
Oriental-woody-spicy play on
contrasts, its highly complex
construction the work of Alienor
Massenet. Interestingly, at Scent of
Gold’s heart is a celebrated perfume
‘base’ called Noir Prunol, first
launched by Maison de Laire way back
in 1876. Inside the gilded bottle –
inspired by a gold bar – also find
bergamot, cinnamon, jasmine, dark
violet, tobacco, vanilla, labdanum and
patchouli. A definite gold star.
£79 for 100ml eau de parfum
harveynichols.com

Referencing per fumum‘s smoky roots
as a sacred ingredient used to send
messages to the Gods, induce calm
and evoke spiritual feelings, incense is
the inspiration for this latest from
VC&F. Saffron warms with an intense
golden glow, precious frankincense
swirls amidst a sensual heart of rose
absolute and sandalwood soothes like
a whisper on a breeze of translucent
white musk. Wearing this, somehow,
feels almost like getting close to the
very soul of perfume.
£300 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Harrods

Rêve d’Encens
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it takes me right back

“

My grandmother’s house in
favourite. I was fascinated by the pure,
south London was our home for the
fragrant alchemy of it all. Firing up
first seven years of my life and every
the copper, watching it fill with water
room remains indelibly etched in my
and then using the springy wooden
memory. But none more vividly than
tongs to poke the linens down below
her kitchen. This scullery-like room
the surface of the water as it came to
has undeniably shaped my love of
the boil, battling with physics as they
authentic country style – which is
filled with air and continually popped
such an integral part of who I am, and
back up again. I would observe the
has provided the blueprint for every
milky white water, so full of promise,
cooking and laundry space that I have
take on an altogether murky hue as
ever had or aspired to create.
the enzymes in the biological washing
It was a freestanding-kitchenpowder worked their whitening
lover’s dream, with its cast iron stove
magic. The anticipation!
and Belfast sink and a magnificent
And oh, that smell – it was unique,
oak baker’s cabinet with many
incomparable. The emotionallycompartments, glass knobs and a
charged scent of the top of a newborn
slide-out enamel top which I mourn
baby’s head is the only thing that
to this day. A small scrubbed deal
has ever come close. The air would
table beside the stove was home
be thick with steam and dampness,
Nothing catapults
to the breadboard and tin loaf from
the little globules of condensation
the local baker’s, along with a pot
underlying the homely, reassuring
Instagrammer
of dripping. ‘A place for everything
presence of that slippery soapiness –
@ostrichandsilkworm through and undeniable happiness.
and everything in its place’ was often
quoted and, inevitably, remains my
My love of antique textiles means
time and space like the
household mantra.
that I boil my linens to this day and
nostalgic scent of wash day still use my grandmother’s stove-top
At the heart of this veritable idyll
stood the ‘copper’. This imposing
boiling pan and wooden tongs. And
workhorse was king of all it surveyed,
as I sprinkle the washing powder onto
its rotund grey-and-black-speckled
the surface of the water I am instantly
enamel exterior concealing the boiler within. It was, in
transported back to my childhood and that precious period
essence, our family washing machine. A stalwart. Rather like
spent living with my grandmother. Who would have thought
my grandmother, I suppose.
that such a simple, though undeniably satisfying, act could
My grandmother was, naturally enough, a central figure
cause your senses to explode and provide what can only
in my life and I adored her. She was petite and dainty
be described as an olfactory hotline to the past? It is a
with ‘bad legs’ and a paralysing fear of cats that belied
heady experience and I often find myself daydreaming, then
the strong and fiercely proud woman within. A
having to rush to contain the inevitable boiling
hint of Bourjois blusher with its distinctive
over of the water.
and evocative smell would colour her
Curiosity and a sense of
dainty cheeks. She had spent a year
nostalgia caused me to drive over
in Paris as a young governess and
to my grandmother’s house once
would pepper her conversation
many, many years ago. And I would
with ‘Voilà!’ at every opportunity.
never go again. I was devastated.
Tucking her hair into a headscarf
The low flint wall with its curtain
tied in a 1920s-style turban, she
of aubretia was gone. The lilac
would set about her chores –
tree and Queen Elizabeth roses
all the while singing the same
no more. But my memories are
refrain: ‘You are my honey,
locked safely inside my head
honeysuckle, I am the bee.’ Her
where nobody can tamper with
brass front step and knocker were
them and they can be conjured up
an indicator of the state of the
in an instant thanks to a combination
house within and remained polished
of the most powerful of the human
until her dying day.
senses, just a little magic – and
But laundry time was my overriding
a sprinkling of washing powder.

Laundry
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”

“ My love of antique textiles means that I boil my linens to
this day and still use my grandmother’s stove-top boiling pan”

Introducing T H E CO L L E C T I O N
FLORAL FRAGRANCE EXPLOSIONS
INSPIRED BY THE BEAUTY AND ALLURE OF GLITTERING GEMSTONES

DAISY SAPPHIRE

POPPY DIAMOND

LILAC AMETHYST

FLORA JADE

ROSIE RUBY

Top Notes
Green Leaves and Apple
Heart Notes
Hyacinth and White Rose
Base Notes
Sandalwood and Musk

Top Notes
Pear, Bergamot and Honey
Heart Notes
Rose, Peony and Lily
of the Valley
Base Notes
Cedar Wood, Sandalwood
and Vanilla

Top Notes
Pear, Lemon, Bergamot
and Basil
Heart Notes
Fig, Peach, Black Pepper
and Heliotrope
Base Notes
Wood and Spicy Amber

Top Notes
Peach, Bergamot and
Galbanum
Heart Notes
Rose, Jasmine, YlangYlang and Orris
Base Notes
Patchouli, Sandalwood
and Moss

Top Notes
Mandarin, Pear, Peach
and Cassis
Heart Notes
Peony, Rose, Orange Flower
and Pink Pepper
Base Notes
Cedar Wood, Sandalwood
and Musk

DISCOVER MORE AT

www.yardleylondon.co.uk

@yardleylondonuk

MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN

Nathalie Baetens

